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Abstract
The Paige and Tarjan algorithm (PT) for computing the coarsest reﬁnement of a state partition which is a bisimulation
on some Kripke structure is well known. It is also well known in model checking that bisimulation is equivalent to strong
preservation of CTLor, equivalently, ofHennessy–Milner logic. Drawing on these observations, we analyze the basic steps of
the PT algorithm from an abstract interpretation perspective, which allows us to reason on strong preservation in the context
of arbitrary (temporal) languages and of generic abstract models, possibly different from standard state partitions, speciﬁed
by abstract interpretation. This leads us to design a generalized Paige–Tarjan algorithm, called GPT, for computing the
minimal reﬁnement of an abstract interpretation-based model that strongly preserves some given language. It turns out that
PT is a straight instance of GPT on the domain of state partitions for the case of strong preservation of Hennessy–Milner
logic. We provide a number of examples showing that GPT is of general use. We ﬁrst show how a well-known efﬁcient
algorithm for computing stuttering equivalence can be viewed as a simple instance of GPT. We then instantiate GPT in
order to design a new efﬁcient algorithm for computing simulation equivalence that is competitive with the best available
algorithms. Finally, we show how GPT allows to deal with strong preservation of new languages by providing an efﬁcient
algorithm that computes the coarsest reﬁnement of a given partition that strongly preserves a language generated by the
reachability operator.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivations
The Paige and Tarjan [26] algorithm—in the paper denoted by PT—for efﬁciently computing the coarsest
reﬁnement of a given partition which is stable for a given state transition relation is well known. Its importance
stems from the fact that PT actually computes bisimulation equivalence, because a partition P of a state space
 is stable for a transition relation → on  if and only if P is a bisimulation equivalence on the transition
system 〈,→〉. In particular, PT is used in model checking for reducing the state space of a Kripke structure
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K because the quotient of K with respect to bisimulation equivalence strongly preserves temporal languages
like CTL∗, CTL and the whole -calculus [2,4]. This means that logical speciﬁcations can be checked on the
abstract quotient model of K with no loss of precision. Paige and Tarjan ﬁrst present the basic O(|→|||)-time
PT algorithm. Then, they exploit a computational logarithmic improvement—inspired by Hopcroft’s “process
the smaller half” strategy [22] to minimize the number of states of deterministic ﬁnite automata—in order to
design aO(|→| log(||))-time algorithm, which is usually referred to as Paige–Tarjan algorithm. It is important
to remark that the logarithmic Paige–Tarjan algorithm is derived as an algorithmic reﬁnement of PT that does
not affect the correctness of the procedure which is instead proved for the basic PT algorithm.As shown in [28], it
turns out that state partitions can be viewed as domains in abstract interpretation and strong preservation can be
cast as completeness in abstract interpretation. Thus, our ﬁrst aim was to make use of an “abstract interpretation
eye” to understand why PT is a correct procedure for computing strongly preserving partitions.
1.2. The PT algorithm
Let us recall how PT works. Let pre→(X) = {s ∈  | ∃x ∈ X. s→x} denote the usual predecessor transformer
on ℘(). A partition P ∈ Part() is PT stable when for any block B ∈ P , if B′ ∈ P then either B ⊆ pre→(B′) or
B ∩ pre→(B′) = ∅. For a given subset S ⊆ , PTsplit(S , P) denotes the partition obtained from P by replacing
each block B ∈ P with the blocks B ∩ pre→(S) and Bpre→(S), where we also allow no actual splitting, that
is, PTsplit(S , P) = P . When P /= PTsplit(S , P) the subset S is called a splitter for P . Splitters(P) denotes the set
of splitters of P , while PTreﬁners(P) def= {S ∈ Splitters(P) | ∃{Bi} ⊆ P. S = ∪iBi}. Then, the PT algorithm goes as
follows.
Algorithm: PT
Input: partition P ∈ Part()
while (P is not PT-stable) do
choose S ∈ PTreﬁners(P);
P := PTsplit(S , P);
Output: P
The time complexity of PT is O(|→|||) because the number of iterations of the while loop is bounded by ||
and, by storing pre→({s}) for each s ∈ , ﬁnding a PT reﬁner and performing a splitting step takesO(|→|) time.
1.3. An abstract interpretation perspective of PT
This work originated from a number of observations on the above PT algorithm. First, we may view the
output PT(P) as the coarsest reﬁnement of a partition P that strongly preserves CTL. For partitions of the state
space , namely standard abstract models in model checking, it is known that strong preservation of CTL is
equivalent to strong preservation of (ﬁnitary) Hennessy–Milner logic HML [19], i.e., the language:
ϕ ::= p | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ¬ϕ | EXϕ.
The interpretation of HML is standard: p ranges over atomic propositions inAP, the semantic interpretation
of the existential next operator EX is the predecessor transformer pre→ : ℘() → ℘(). The initial partition P
is induced by the interpretation of atoms, namely two states are in the same block of P iff they satisfy the same
atoms. We observe that PT(P) indeed computes the coarsest partition PHML that reﬁnes P and strongly preserves
HML. Moreover, the partition PHML corresponds to the state equivalence ≡HML induced by the semantics of
HML: s ≡HML s′ iff ∀ϕ ∈ HML. s ∈ [[ϕ]] ⇔ s′ ∈ [[ϕ]]. We also observe that PHML is an abstraction belonging to
the domain Part() of partitions of  of the standard state semantics of HML. Thus, our starting point was
that PT can be viewed as an algorithm for computing the most abstract object of a particular abstract domain,
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i.e., Part(), that strongly preserves a particular language, i.e., HML. We make this view precise within Cousot
and Cousot’s abstract interpretation framework [5,6].
Previous work [28] introduced an abstract interpretation-based framework for reasoning on strong preserva-
tion of abstractmodels with respect to generic inductively deﬁned languages.We showed that the lattice Part()
of partitions of the state space can be viewed as an abstraction, through some abstraction and concretization
maps  and  , of the lattice Abs(℘()) of abstract interpretations of ℘(). Thus, a partition P ∈ Part() is here
viewed as a particular abstract domain (P) ∈ Abs(℘()). This leads to a precise correspondence between for-
ward complete abstract interpretations and strongly preserving abstract models. Let us recall that completeness
in abstract interpretation [5,6,14] encodes an ideal situation where no loss of precision occurs by approximating
concrete computations on abstract domains. The problem of minimally reﬁning an abstract model in order to
get strong preservation of some language L can be cast as the problem of making an abstract interpretation
A forward complete for the semantic operators of L through a minimal reﬁnement of the abstract domain A.
It turns out that this latter completeness problem always admits a ﬁxpoint solution. Hence, in our abstract
interpretation framework, it turns out that for any P ∈ Part(), the output PT(P) is the partition abstraction in
Part() through  of the minimal reﬁnement of the abstract domain (P) ∈ Abs(℘()) that is complete for the
set OpHML of semantic operators of the language HML, that is OpHML = {∩, , pre→} consists of intersection,
complementation and precedessor operators. In particular, a partition P is PT stable iff the abstract domain
(P) is complete for the operators in OpHML. Also, the following observation is crucial in our approach. The
splitting operation PTsplit(S , P) can be viewed as the best correct approximation on Part() of a reﬁnement
operation reﬁneop(S , ·) of abstract domains: given a semantic operator op, the operation reﬁneop(S ,A) reﬁnes an
abstract domain A through a “op-reﬁner” S ∈ A to the most abstract domain that contains both A and the image
op(S). In particular, P results to be PT stable iff the abstract domain (P) cannot be reﬁned with respect to
the predecessor operator pre→. Thus, if reﬁnePartop denotes the best correct approximation in Part() of reﬁneop
then the PT algorithm can be reformulated as follows.
Input: partition P ∈ Part()
while (the set of pre→-reﬁners of P /=∅) do
choose some pre→-reﬁner S ∈ (P);
P := reﬁnePartpre→(S , P);
Output: P
1.4. Main results
This abstract interpretation-based view of the PT algorithm leads us to generalize PT to:
(1) a generic domain A of abstract models that generalizes the role played in PT by the domain of state
partitions Part();
(2) a generic set Op of operators on ℘() that provides the semantics of some language LOp and generalizes
the role played in PT by the set OpHML of operators of HML.
We design a generalized Paige–Tarjan reﬁnement algorithm, called GPT, that, for any input abstract model
A ∈ A, computes the most abstract reﬁnement of A in A which is strongly preserving for the language LOp. The
correctness of GPT is guaranteed by some completeness conditions on A and Op . We provide a number of
applications showing that GPT is an algorithmic scheme of general use.
We ﬁrst show howGPT can be instantiated in order to get the well-knownGroote–Vaandrager algorithm [17]
that computes divergence blind stuttering equivalence in Kripke structures in O(|→|||)-time (this is the best
known time bound).Divergence blind stuttering equivalence corresponds to branching bisimulation equivalence
in process algebras that preserves the branching structure of processes by taking into account invisible events
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[2,8,16]. It turns out that the Groote–Vaandrager algorithm corresponds to an instance of GPT where the
abstract domain A is the lattice of partitions Part() and the set of operators is Op = {∩, ,EU}, where EU
denotes the standard semantic interpretation of the existential until.
We then show how GPT allows to design a new simple and efﬁcient algorithm for computing simulation
equivalence in a Kripke structure. This algorithm is obtained as a consequence of the fact that simulation
equivalence corresponds to strong preservation of the language:
ϕ ::= p | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | EXϕ.
Therefore, in this instance of GPT the set of operators is Op = {∩, pre→} and the abstract domain A is the
lattice of disjunctive (i.e., precise for least upper bounds [6]) abstract domains of ℘(). It turns out that this
algorithm can be implemented with time and space complexities that are comparable with those of the best
available algorithms for computing simulation equivalence.
Finally, we demonstrate how GPT can solve novel strong preservation problems by considering strong
preservation with respect to the language inductively generated by propositional logic and the reachability
operator EF. Here, we obtain a partition reﬁnement algorithm, namely the abstract domain A is the lattice of
partitions Part(), while the set of operators isOp = {∩, ,EF }.We describe an implementation for this instance
of GPT that leads to a O(|→|||)-time algorithm. This instance of GPT is also experimentally evaluated.
This paper is an extended and revised version of [27].
2. Background
2.1. Notation and preliminaries
Notations.LetX be any set. Fun(X) denotes the set of functions f : X n → X , for any n = (f)  0, called arity
of f . Following a standard convention, when n = 0, f is meant to be a speciﬁc object of X . If f : X → Y then
the image of f is also denoted by img(f) = {f(x) ∈ Y | x ∈ X }. When writing a set S of subsets of a given set, like
a partition, S is often written in a compact form like {1, 12, 13} or {[1], [12], [13]} that stands for {{1}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}}.
The complement operator for the universe set X is  : ℘(X) → ℘(X), where (S) = XS .
Orders. Let 〈P ,〉 be a poset. Posets are often denoted by P. We use the symbol ()  to denote (strict)
pointwise ordering between functions: if X is any set and f , g : X → P then f  g if for all x ∈ X , f(x)  g(x).
A mapping f : P → Q on posets is continuous when f preserves least upper bounds (lub’s) of countable chains
in P , while, dually, it is co-continuous when f preserves greatest lower bounds (glb’s) of countable chains in P .
A complete lattice C is also denoted by 〈C ,,∨,∧,,⊥〉 where ∨, ∧,  and ⊥ denote, respectively, lub, glb,
greatest element and least element inC . A function f : C → D between complete lattices is additive (co-additive)
when f preserves least upper (greatest lower) bounds. We denote by lfp(f) and gfp(f), respectively, the least
and greatest ﬁxpoint, when they exist, of an operator f on a poset.
Partitions.ApartitionP of a set is a set of nonempty subsets of, calledblocks, that are pairwise disjoint and
whose union gives. Part() denotes the set of partitions of. Part() is endowed with the following standard
partial order:P1  P2, i.e.,P2 is coarser thanP1 (orP1 reﬁnesP2) iff∀B ∈ P1.∃B′ ∈ P2. B ⊆ B′. It iswell known that
〈Part(),,uprise,, {}, {{s}}s∈〉 is a complete lattice, where P1upriseP2 = {B1 ∩ B2 | B1 ∈ P1, B2 ∈ P2, B1 ∩ B2 /= ∅}.
Kripke structures. A transition system T = (,→) consists of a (possibly inﬁnite) set  of states and a
transition relation → ⊆ ×. As usual [4], we assume that the relation → is total, i.e., for any s ∈  there
exists some t ∈  such that s→t, so that any maximal path in T is necessarily inﬁnite. The pre/post transformers
on ℘() are deﬁned as usual:
– pre→
def= 	Y.{a ∈  | ∃b ∈ Y. a→b},
– p˜re→
def=  ◦ pre→ ◦  = 	Y.{a ∈  | ∀b ∈ .(a→b ⇒ b ∈ Y)},
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– post→
def= 	Y.{b ∈  | ∃a ∈ Y. a→b},
– p˜ost→
def=  ◦ post→ ◦  = 	Y.{b ∈  | ∀a ∈ .(a→b ⇒ a ∈ Y)}.
Let us remark that pre→ and post→ are additive operators on ℘()⊆ while p˜re→ and p˜ost→ are co-additive.
When clear from the context, subscripts in pre/post transformers are sometimes omitted.
Given a set APof atomic propositions (of some language), a Kripke structureK = (,→, 
) over AP consists
of a transition system (,→) together with a state labeling function 
 :  → ℘(AP). We use the following nota-
tion: for any s ∈ , [s]




 | s ∈ } ∈ Part() denotes the state partition
that is induced by 
.
The notation s|=Kϕ means that a state s ∈  satisﬁes in K a state formula ϕ of some language L, where
the speciﬁc deﬁnition of the satisfaction relation |=K depends on the language L (interpretations of standard
logical/temporal operators like next, until, ﬁnally, etc. can be found in [4]).
2.2. Abstract interpretation and completeness
2.2.1. Abstract domains
In standard Cousot and Cousot’s abstract interpretation, abstract domains can be equivalently speciﬁed
either by Galois connections, i.e., adjunctions, or by upper closure operators (uco’s) [5,6]. Let us recall these
standard notions.
Galois connections and insertions. IfA andC are posets and  : C → A and  : A → C aremonotone functions
such that ∀c ∈ C. c C ((c)) and ((a)) A a then the quadruple (,C ,A, ) is called a Galois connection
(GC for short) betweenC and A. If in addition  ◦  = 	x.x then (,C ,A, ) is a Galois insertion (GI for short) of
A in C . In a GI,  is 1–1 and  is onto. Let us also recall that the notion of GC is equivalent to that of adjunction:
if  : C → A and  : A → C then (,C ,A, ) is a GC iff ∀c ∈ C.∀a ∈ A. (c) A a ⇔ c C (a). The map  ()
is called the left- (right-) adjoint to  (). It turns out that one adjoint map / uniquely determines the other
adjoint map / as follows. On the one hand, a map  : C → A admits a necessarily unique right-adjoint map
 : A → C iff  preserves arbitrary lub’s; in this case, we have that  def= 	a. ∨C {c ∈ C | (c) A a}. On the other
hand, a map  : A → C admits a necessarily unique left-adjoint map  : C → A iff  preserves arbitrary glb’s; in
this case,  def= 	c. ∧A {a ∈ A | c C (a)}. In particular, in any GC (,C ,A, ) between complete lattices it turns
out that  is additive and  is co-additive.
We assume the standard abstract interpretation framework, where concrete and abstract domains, C and
A, are complete lattices related by abstraction and concretization maps  and  forming a GC (,C ,A, ). A is
called an abstraction of C and C a concretization of A. The ordering relations on concrete and abstract domains
describe the relative precision of domain values: x  y means that y is an approximation of x or, equivalently,
x is more precise than y . Galois connections relate the concrete and abstract notions of relative precision: an
abstract value a ∈ A approximates a concrete value c ∈ C when (c) A a, or, equivalently (by adjunction),
c C (a). As a key consequence of requiring a Galois connection, it turns out that (c) is the best possible
approximation in A of c, that is (c) = ∧{a ∈ A | c C (a)} holds. If (,C ,A, ) is a GI then each value of the
abstract domain A is useful in representing C , because all the values in A represent distinct members of C , being
 1–1. Any GC can be lifted to a GI by identifying in an equivalence class those values of the abstract domain
with the same concretization. Abs(C) denotes the set of abstract domains ofC and we write A ∈ Abs(C) to mean
that the abstract domain A is related to C through a GI (,C ,A, ).
An abstract domain A ∈ Abs(C) is disjunctive when the corresponding concretization map  is additive or,
equivalently, when the image (A) ⊆ C is closed under arbitrary lub’s of C . We denote by dAbs(C) the subset
of disjunctive abstract domains.
Closure operators. An (upper) closure operator, or simply a closure, on a poset P is an operator  : P → P
that ismonotone, idempotent and extensive, i.e.,∀x ∈ P. x  (x). Dually, lower closure operators aremonotone,
idempotent, and restrictive, i.e., ∀x ∈ P. (x)  x. uco(P) denotes the set of closure operators on P . Let 〈C ,,
∨,∧,,⊥〉 be a complete lattice. A closure  ∈ uco(C) is uniquely determined by its image img(), which
coincides with its set of ﬁxpoints, as follows:  = 	y. ∧ {x ∈ img() | y  x}. Also, X ⊆ C is the image of some
closure operator X on C iff X is a Moore-family of C (or Moore-closed), i.e., X = M(X) def= {∧S | S ⊆ X }—
where ∧∅ =  ∈ M(X). In other terms, X is a Moore-family of C when X is meet-closed. In this case, X =
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	y. ∧ {x ∈ X | y  x} is the corresponding closure operator on C . For any X ⊆ C , M(X) is called the Moore-
closure of X in C , i.e., M(X) is the least (with respect to set inclusion) subset of C which contains X and is a
Moore-family of C . Moreover, it turns out that for any  ∈ uco(C) and any Moore-family X ⊆ C , img() = 
and img(X ) = X . Thus, closure operators on C are in bijection with Moore-families of C . This allows us to
consider a closure operator  ∈ uco(C) both as a function  : C → C and as a Moore-family img() ⊆ C . This
is particularly useful and does not give rise to ambiguity since one can distinguish the use of a closure  as
function or set according to the context.
If C is a complete lattice then uco(C) endowed with the pointwise ordering  is a complete lattice denoted
by 〈uco(C),,unionsq,, 	x., 	x.x〉, where for every ,  ∈ uco(C), {i}i∈I ⊆ uco(C) and x ∈ C:
–    iff ∀y ∈ C. (y)  (y) iff img() ⊆ img();
– (i∈Ii)(x) = ∧i∈Ii(x) and img(i∈Ii) = M(∪i∈I img(i));
– img(unionsqi∈Ii) = ∩i∈I img(i);
– 	x. is the greatest element, whereas 	x.x is the least element.
A closure  ∈ uco(C) is disjunctive when  preserves arbitrary lub’s or, equivalently, when img() is join-
closed, that is {∨X | X ⊆ img()} = img(). Hence, a subset X ⊆ C is the image of a disjunctive closure on C
iff X is both meet- and join-closed. If C is completely distributive—this is the case, for example, of a lattice
〈℘(),⊆〉 for some set —then the greatest (with respect to ) disjunctive closure (S) that contains a set
S ⊆ C is obtained by closing S under meets and joins, namely (S) def= {∨X | X ⊆ M(S)} [6].
Closures are equivalent to Galois insertions. It is well known since [6] that abstract domains can be equivalently
speciﬁed either as Galois insertions or as closures. These two approaches are completely equivalent. On the one
hand, if  ∈ uco(C) and A is a complete lattice which is isomorphic to img(), where  : img() → A and
−1 : A → img() provide the isomorphism, then ( ◦ ,C ,A, −1) is a GI. On the other hand, if (,C ,A, ) is
a GI then A
def=  ◦  ∈ uco(C) is the closure associated with A such that 〈img(A),C〉 is a complete lattice
which is isomorphic to 〈A,A〉. Furthermore, these two constructions are inverse of each other. Let us also
remark that an abstract domain A is disjunctive iff the uco A is disjunctive. Given an abstract domain A
speciﬁed by a GI (,C ,A, ), its associated closure  ◦  on C can be thought of as the “logical meaning” of A
in C , since this is shared by any other abstract representation for the objects of A. Thus, the closure operator
approach is particularly convenient when reasoning about properties of abstract domains independently from
the representation of their objects.
The lattice of abstract domains.Abstract domains speciﬁed byGIs can be pre-orderedwith respect to precision
as follows: if A1,A2 ∈ Abs(C) then A1 is more precise (or concrete) than A2 (or A2 is an abstraction of A1) when
A1  A2 . The pointwise ordering  between uco’s corresponds therefore to the standard ordering used to
compare abstract domains with respect to their precision. Also, A1 and A2 are equivalent, denoted by A1  A2,
when their associated closures coincide, i.e., A1 = A2 . Hence, the quotient Abs(C)/ gives rise to a poset that,
by a slight abuse of notation, is simply denoted by 〈Abs(C),〉. Thus, when we write A ∈ Abs(C) we mean that
A is any representative of an equivalence class in Abs(C)/ and is speciﬁed by a Galois insertion (,C ,A, ). It
turns out that 〈Abs(C),〉 is a complete lattice, called the lattice of abstract domains of C [5,6], because it is
isomorphic to the complete lattice 〈uco(C),〉. Lub’s and glb’s in Abs(C) have therefore the following reading
as operators on domains. Let {Ai}i∈I ⊆ Abs(C): (i) unionsqi∈I Ai is the most concrete among the domains which are
abstractions of all the Ai’s; (ii) i∈I Ai is the most abstract among the domains which are more concrete than
every Ai—this latter domain is also known as reduced product [6] of all the Ai’s.
2.2.2. Completeness in abstract interpretation
Correct abstract interpretations. Let C be a concrete domain, f : C → C be a concrete semantic function1
and f  : A → A be a corresponding abstract function on an abstract domain A ∈ Abs(C) speciﬁed by a GI
1 For simplicity of notation we consider here unary functions since the extension to generic n-ary functions is straightforward.
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(,C ,A, ). Then, 〈A, f 〉 is a sound (or correct) abstract interpretation when  ◦ f  f  ◦  holds. The abstract
function f  is called a correct approximation on A of f . This means that a concrete computation f(c) can be
correctly approximated in A by f ((c)), namely (f(c)) A f ((c)). An abstract function f 1 : A → A is more
precise than f 2 : A → Awhen f 1  f 2 . Since  ◦ f  f  ◦  holds iff  ◦ f ◦   f  holds, the abstract function
f A
def=  ◦ f ◦  : A → A is called the best correct approximation of f in A.
Complete abstract interpretations. Completeness in abstract interpretation corresponds to requiring that, in
addition to soundness, no loss of precisionoccurswhenf(c) is approximated inAbyf ((c)). Thus, completeness
of f  for f is encoded by the equation  ◦ f = f  ◦ . This is also called backward completeness because a
dual form of forward completeness may be considered. As a very simple example, let us consider the abstract
domain Sign representing the sign of an integer variable, namely Sign = {⊥,0, 0,0,} ∈ Abs(℘()⊆). Let
us consider the binary concrete operation of integer addition on sets of integers, that is X + Y def= {x + y | x ∈
X , y ∈ Y }, and the square operator on sets of integers, that is X 2 def= {x2 | x ∈ X }. It turns out that the best correct
approximation+Sign of integer addition in Sign is sound but not complete—because ({−1} + {1}) = 0 <Sign =
({−1})+Sign({1})—while it is easy to check that the best correct approximation of the square operation in Sign
is instead complete. Let us also recall that backward completeness implies ﬁxpoint completeness, meaning that
if  ◦ f = f  ◦  then (lfp(f)) = lfp(f ).
A dual form of completeness can be considered. The soundness condition  ◦ f  f  ◦  can be equiva-
lently formulated as f ◦    ◦ f . Forward completeness for f  corresponds to requiring that the equation
f ◦  =  ◦ f  holds, and thereforemeans that no loss of precision occurs when a concrete computation f((a)),
for some abstract value a ∈ A, is approximated in A by f (a). Let us notice that backward and forward com-
pleteness are orthogonal concepts. In fact: (1) we observed above that +Sign is not backward complete while it
is forward complete because for any a1, a2 ∈ Sign, (a1)+ (a2) = (a1+Signa2): for instance, (0)+ (0) =
0 = (0+Sign0); (2) the best correct approximation (·)2Sign of the square operator on Sign is not forward
complete because (0)2(0) = ((0)2Sign ), while, as observed above, it is instead backward complete.
Completeness is an abstract domain property. Giacobazzi et al. [14] observed that completeness uniquely
depends upon the abstraction map, i.e., upon the abstract domain. This means that if f  is backward complete
for f then the best correct approximation f A of f in A is backward complete as well, and, in this case, f  indeed
coincides with f A. Hence, for any abstract domain A, one can deﬁne a backward complete abstract operation f 
on A if and only if f A is backward complete. An abstract domain A ∈ Abs(C) is therefore deﬁned to be backward
complete for f iff the equation  ◦ f = f A ◦  holds. This simple observation makes backward completeness
an abstract domain property, namely an intrinsic characteristic of the abstract domain. Let us observe that
 ◦ f = f A ◦  holds iff  ◦  ◦ f =  ◦ f A ◦  =  ◦  ◦ f ◦  ◦  holds, so that A is backward complete for
f when A ◦ f = A ◦ f ◦ A. Thus, a closure  ∈ uco(C), that deﬁnes some abstract domain, is backward
complete for f when  ◦ f =  ◦ f ◦  holds. Analogous observations apply to forward completeness, which
is also an abstract domain property: A ∈ Abs(C) is forward complete for f (or forward f -complete) when
f ◦ A = A ◦ f ◦ A, while a closure  ∈ uco(C) is forward complete for f when f ◦  =  ◦ f ◦  holds.
2.3. Shells
Reﬁnements of abstract domains have been studied from the beginning of abstract interpretation [5,6] and
led to the notion of shell of abstract domains [10,13,14]. Given a generic poset P of semantic objects—where
x  y intuitively means that x is a “reﬁnement” of y—and a property P ⊆ P of these objects, the generic notion
of shell is as follows: the P-shell of an object x ∈ P is deﬁned to be an object sx ∈ P such that:
(i) sx satisﬁes the property P ,
(ii) sx is a reﬁnement of x, and
(iii) sx is the greatest among the objects in P satisfying (i) and (ii).
Note that if a P-shell exists then it is unique. Moreover, if the P-shell exists for any object in P then it turns out
that the operator thatmaps any x ∈ P to itsP-shell is a lower closure operator onP , beingmonotone, idempotent
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and reductive: this is called the P-shell reﬁnement operator. We will be interested in shells of abstract domains
and partitions, namely shells in the complete lattices of abstract domains and partitions. Given a state space
 and a partition property P ⊆ Part(), the P-shell of P ∈ Part() is the coarsest reﬁnement of P satisfying P ,
when this exists. Also, given a concrete domainC and a domain propertyP ⊆ Abs(C), theP-shell ofA ∈ Abs(C),
when this exists, is the most abstract domain that satisﬁesP and reﬁnes A. As an important example, Giacobazzi
et al. [14] constructively showed that backward complete shells always exist when the concrete functions are
continuous.
Disjunctive shells. Consider the abstract domain property of being disjunctive, namely dAbs(C) ⊆ Abs(C).
As already observed in [6], if C is a completely distributive lattice2 then any abstract domain A ∈ Abs(C) can
be reﬁned to its disjunctive completion dc(A) def= {∨CS | S ⊆ (A)}. This means that dc(A) is the most abstract
domain that reﬁnes A and is disjunctive, namely it is the disjunctive shell of A. Hence, the disjunctive shell
operatorSdis : Abs(C) → Abs(C) is deﬁned as follows:
Sdis(A)
def= unionsq {X ∈ Abs(C) | X  A, X is disjunctive}.
Forward complete shells. Let F ⊆ Fun(C) (thus functions in F may have any arity) and S ∈ ℘(C). We denote
by F(S) ∈ ℘(C) the image of F on S , i.e., F(S) def= {f(s) | f ∈ F , s ∈ S(f)}, and we say that S is F -closed when
F(S) ⊆ S . An abstract domain A ∈ Abs(C) is forward F -complete when A is forward complete for any f ∈ F .
Let us observe that F -completeness for an abstract domain A means that the image (A) is closed under the
image of functions in F , namely F((A)) ⊆ (A). Also note that when k : C0 → C , i.e., k ∈ C is a constant, A
is forward k-complete iff k is precisely represented in A, i.e., ((k)) = k . Let us ﬁnally note that any abstract
domain is always forward meet-complete because any uco is Moore-closed.
The (forward) F -complete shell operatorSF : Abs(C) → Abs(C) is deﬁned as follows:
SF (A)
def= unionsq {X ∈ Abs(C) | X  A, X is forward F -complete}.
Asobserved in [12,28], it turns out that for any abstract domainA,SF (A) is forward F -complete, namely forward
complete shells always exist. When C is ﬁnite, note that for the meet operator ∧ : C2 → C we have that, for any
F ,SF =SF∪{∧}, because uco’s (that is, abstract domains) are meet-closed.
A forward complete shellSF (A) is amore concrete abstraction thanA. How to characterizeSF (A)?As shown
in [28], forward complete shells admit a constructive ﬁxpoint characterization. Let FM : Abs(C) → Abs(C) be
deﬁned as follows: FM(X) def= M(F((X))), namely FM(X) is the most abstract domain that contains the image of
F on (X). Given A ∈ Abs(C), we consider the operator FA : Abs(C) → Abs(C) deﬁned by the reduced product
FA(X)
def= A  FM(X). Let us observe that FA(X) = M((A) ∪ F((X))) and that FA is monotone and therefore
admits the greatest ﬁxpoint. This greatest ﬁxpoint provides the forward F -complete shell of A:
SF (A) = gfp(FA). (2.1)
Example 2.1. Let  = {1, 2, 3, 4} and R ⊆ × be the relation {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 4)}. Let us consider the
post transformer postR : ℘() → ℘(). Consider the abstract domainA = {∅, 2, 1234} ∈ Abs(℘()⊆). We have
thatSpostR(A) = {∅, 2, 3, 4, 34, 234, 1234} because by (2.1):
X0 = {1234} (most abstract domain),
X1 = M(A ∪ postR(X0)) = M(A ∪ {234}) = {∅, 2, 234, 1234},
X2 = M(A ∪ postR(X1)) = M(A ∪ {∅, 3, 34, 234}) = {∅, 2, 3, 34, 234, 1234},
X3 = M(A ∪ postR(X2)) = M(A ∪ {∅, 3, 4, 34, 234}) = {∅, 2, 3, 4, 34, 234, 1234},
X4 = M(A ∪ postR(X3)) = M(A ∪ {∅, 3, 4, 34, 234}) = X3 (greatest ﬁxpoint).
2 This means that in C arbitrary glb’s distribute over arbitrary lub’s—any powerset, ordered with respect to super-/sub-set relation, is
completely distributive.
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Fig. 1. Partitions as abstract domains.
3. Generalized strong preservation
Let us recall from [28] how partitions, i.e., standard abstract models, can be viewed as particular abstract
domains and how strong preservation in standard abstract model checking can be cast as forward completeness
of abstract interpretations.
3.1. Partitions as abstract domains
Let  be any (possibly inﬁnite) set of system states. As shown in [28], it turns out that the lattice of state
partitionsPart() canbe viewedas anabstractionof the lattice of abstract domainsAbs(℘()). This is important
for our goal of performing an abstract ﬁxpoint computation on the abstract lattice Part() of a forward complete
shell in Abs(℘()).
A partition P ∈ Part() can be viewed as an abstraction of℘()⊆ as follows: any S ⊆  is over-approximated
by the unique minimal cover of S in P , namely by the union of all the blocks B ∈ P such that B ∩ S /= ∅. A
graphical example is depicted in Fig. 1. This abstraction is formalized by a GI (P ,℘()⊆,℘(P)⊆, P ) where:
P (S)
def= {B ∈ P | B ∩ S /= ∅}, P (B) def= ∪B∈B B.
Wecan therefore deﬁne a function pad : Part() → Abs(℘()) thatmaps any partition P to an abstract domain
pad(P)which is called partitioning. In general, an abstract domainA ∈ Abs(℘()) is called partitioningwhenA is
equivalent to an abstract domain pad(P) for some partition P ∈ Part(). Accordingly, a closure  ∈ uco(℘())
that coincides with P ◦ P , for some partition P , is called partitioning. It can be shown that an abstract domain
A is partitioning iff its image (A) is closed under complements, that is, ∀S ∈ (A). (S) ∈ (A). We denote by
Abspar(℘()) and ucopar(℘()) the sets of, respectively, partitioning abstract domains and closures on ℘().
Partitions can thus be viewed as representations of particular abstract domains. On the other hand, it turns
out that abstract domains can be abstracted to partitions. An abstract domain A ∈ Abs(℘()⊆) induces a state
equivalence ≡A on  by identifying those states that cannot be distinguished by A:
s ≡A s′ iff ({s}) = ({s′}).
For any s ∈ , [s]A def= {s′ ∈  | ({s}) = ({s′})} is a block of the state partition par(A) induced by A:
par(A) def= {[s]A | s ∈ }.
Thus, par : Abs(℘()) → Part() is a mapping from abstract domains to partitions.
Example 3.1. Let  = {1, 2, 3, 4} and let us specify abstract domains as uco’s on ℘(). The abstract domains
A1 = {∅, 12, 3, 4, 1234}, A2 = {∅, 12, 3, 4, 34, 1234}, A3 = {∅, 12, 3, 4, 34, 123, 124, 1234}, A4={12, 123, 124, 1234}and
A5 = {∅, 12, 123, 124, 1234}all induce the samepartition P = par(Ai) = {12, 3, 4} ∈ Part(). For example,A5({1})= A5({2}) = {1, 2}, A5({3}) = {1, 2, 3} and A5({4}) = {1, 2, 3, 4} so that par(A5) = P . Observe that A3 is the only
partitioning abstract domain because pad(P) = A3.
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Abstract domains of ℘() carry additional information other than the underlying state partition and this
additional information distinguishes them. As shown in [28], it turns out that this can be precisely stated by
abstract interpretation since the above mappings par and pad allow us to view the whole lattice of partitions of
 as a (“higher-order”) abstraction of the lattice of abstract domains of ℘():
(par, Abs(℘()), Part(), pad) is a GI.
As a consequence, the mappings par and pad give rise to an order isomorphism between state partitions and
partitioning abstract domains: Part() ∼= Abspar(℘()).
3.2. Abstract semantics and generalized strong preservation
Concrete semantics. We consider temporal speciﬁcation languages L whose state formulae ϕ are inductively
deﬁned by:
L  ϕ ::= p | f(ϕ1, . . .,ϕn)
where p ranges over a (typically ﬁnite) set of atomic propositionsAP, while f ranges over a ﬁnite set Op of
operators.APand Op are also denoted, respectively, byAPL and OpL. Each operator f ∈ Op has an arity3
(f) > 0.
Formulae in L are interpreted on a semantic structure S = (, I) where  is any (possibly inﬁnite) set of
states and I is an interpretation function I :AP∪ Op → Fun(℘()) that maps p ∈AP to some set I(p) ∈ ℘()
and f ∈ Op to some function I(f) : ℘()(f) → ℘(). The interpretations I(p) and I(f) are also denoted by,
respectively, p and f . Moreover, AP def= {p ∈ ℘() | p ∈AP} and Op def= {f : ℘()(f) → ℘() | f ∈ Op }. The
concrete state semantic function [[·]]S : L → ℘() evaluates a formula ϕ ∈ L to the set of states making ϕ true
with respect to the semantic structure S:
[[p]]S = p and [[f(ϕ1, . . .,ϕn)]]S = f ([[ϕ1]]S , . . ., [[ϕn]]S).
Semantic structures generalize the role of Kripke structures. In fact, in standard model checking a semantic
structure is usually deﬁned through aKripke structureK so that the interpretation of logical/temporal operators
is deﬁned in terms of paths in K and standard logical operators. In the following, we freely use standard logical
and temporal operators together with their usual interpretations: for example, I(∧) = ∩, I(∨) = ∪, I(¬) = ,
and if → denotes a transition relation in K then I(EX) = pre→, I(AX) = p˜re→, etc.
If g is anyoperatorwith arity (g) = n > 0,whose interpretation is givenbyg : ℘()n → ℘(), andS = (, I)
is a semantic structure then we say that a language L is closed under g for S when for any ϕ1, . . .,ϕn ∈ L there
exists some  ∈ L such that g([[ϕ1]]S , . . ., [[ϕn]]S) = [[ ]]S . In particular, a language L is closed under (ﬁnite)
inﬁnite logical conjunction forS iff for any (ﬁnite) ⊆ L, there exists some ∈ L such that⋂ϕ∈[[ϕ]]S = [[ ]]S .
In particular, let us note that if L is closed under inﬁnite logical conjunction then it must exist some  ∈ L such
that ∩∅ =  = [[ ]]S , namely L is able to express the tautology true. Let us also remark that if the state space
 is ﬁnite and L is closed under logical conjunction then we also mean that there exists some  ∈ L such that
∩∅ =  = [[ ]]S . Finally, note that if L is closed under negation and (inﬁnite) logical conjunction then L is
closed under (inﬁnite) logical disjunction as well.
Abstract semantics. Abstract interpretation allows to deﬁne abstract semantics. Let L be a language and
S = (, I)bea semantic structure forL.Anabstract semantic structureS = (A, I ) is givenbyanabstract domain
A ∈ Abs(℘()⊆) and by an abstract interpretation function I  :AP ∪ Op → Fun(A). An abstract semantic
structure S therefore induces an abstract semantic function [[·]]S : L → A that evaluates formulae in L to
abstract values in A. In particular, the abstract domain A systematically induces an abstract semantic structure
3 It would be possible to consider generic operators whose arity is any possibly inﬁnite ordinal, thus allowing, for example, inﬁnite
conjunctions or disjunctions.
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SA = (A, IA) where IA is the best correct approximation of I on A, i.e., IA interprets atoms p and operators f as
best correct approximations on A of, respectively, p and f : for any p ∈AP and f ∈ Op ,
IA(p)
def= (p) and IA(f) def= f A =  ◦ f ◦ 〈 , . . ., 〉.
Thus, the abstract domain A always induces an abstract semantic function [[·]]SA : L → A, also denoted by [[·]]AS ,
which is therefore deﬁned by:
[[p]]AS = (p) and [[f(ϕ1, . . .,ϕn)]]AS = f A([[ϕ1]]AS , . . ., [[ϕn]]AS).
Standard strong preservation.A state semantics [[·]]S , for a semantic/Kripke structureS , induces a state logical
equivalence ≡SL ⊆ × as usual:
s≡SL s′ iff ∀ϕ ∈ L. s ∈ [[ϕ]]S ⇔ s′ ∈ [[ϕ]]S .
Let PL ∈ Part() be the partition induced by ≡SL (the index S denoting the semantic/Kripke structure is
omitted). For a number of well-known temporal languages like CTL∗, ACTL∗, CTL∗-X, it turns out that if
a partition is more reﬁned than PL then it induces a standard strongly preserving (s.p.) abstract model. This
means that if L is interpreted on a Kripke structure K = (,→, 
) and P  PL then one can deﬁne an abstract
Kripke structure A = (P ,→, 
), having the partition P as abstract state space, that strongly preserves L: for
any ϕ ∈ L, s ∈  and B ∈ P such that s ∈ B, we have that B |=A ϕ (that is, B ∈ [[ϕ]]A) if and only if s |=K ϕ (that
is, s ∈ [[ϕ]]K). Let us recall a couple of well-known examples (see e.g., [4,7]):
(i) Let PACTL∗ ∈ Part() be the partition induced by ACTL∗ on some Kripke structure K = (,→, 
). If
P  PACTL∗ then the abstractKripke structureA = (P ,→∀∃, 
P ) strongly preservesACTL∗, where 
P (B) =
∪{
(s) | s ∈ B} and →∀∃ ⊆ P × P is deﬁned as: B1 →∀∃ B2 ⇔ ∀s1 ∈ B1. ∃s2 ∈ B2. s1→s2.
(ii) Let PCTL∗ ∈ Part()be the partition inducedbyCTL∗ onK. If P  PCTL∗ then the abstractKripke structure
A = (P ,→∃∃, 
P ) strongly preserves CTL∗, where B1 →∃∃ B2 ⇔ ∃s1 ∈ B1, s2 ∈ B2. s1→s2.
Following Dams [7, Section 6.1] and Henzinger et al. [21, Section 2.2], the notion of strong preservation can be
given with respect to a mere state partition rather than with respect to an abstract Kripke structure. A partition
P ∈ Part() is strongly preserving4 for L (when interpreted on a semantic/Kripke structure S) if P  PL. In
this sense, PL is the coarsest partition that is strongly preserving for L. For a number of well known temporal
languages, like ACTL∗, CTL∗ (see, respectively, the above points (i) and (ii)), CTL∗-X and the fragments of the
-calculus described by Henzinger et al. [21], it turns out that if P is strongly preserving for L then the abstract
Kripke structure (P ,→∃∃, 
P ) is strongly preserving for L. In particular, (PL,→∃∃, 
PL) is strongly preserving
for L and, additionally, PL is the smallest possible abstract state space, namely if A = (A,→, 
) is an abstract
Kripke structure that strongly preserves L then |PL|  |A|.
Generalized strong preservation. Intuitively, the partitionPL is an abstractionof the state semantics [[·]]S . Let us
make this intuitionprecise.Following [28], anabstract domainA ∈ Abs(℘()) is deﬁned tobe stronglypreserving
for L (with respect to S) when for any S ∈ ℘() and ϕ ∈ L: (S)  [[ϕ]]AS ⇔ S ⊆ [[ϕ]]S . This generalizes strong
preservation from partitions to abstract domains because, by exploiting the isomorphism in Section 3.1 between
partitions and partitioning abstract domains, it turns out that P is a s.p. partition for L with respect to S iff
pad(P) is a s.p. abstract domain for L with respect to S .
4 Dams [7] uses the term “ﬁne” instead of “strongly preserving”.
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Fig. 2. A Kripke structure.
Forward complete shells and strong preservation. Partition reﬁnement algorithms for computing behavioural
equivalences like bisimulation [26], simulation equivalence [3,11,20,29,30] and (divergence blind) stuttering
equivalence [17] are used in abstract model checking to compute the coarsest strongly preserving partition for
temporal languages like CTL∗ or the -calculus for the case of bisimulation equivalence, ACTL∗ for simulation
equivalence and CTL∗-X for stuttering equivalence. Let us recall from [28] how the input/output behaviour of
these partition reﬁnement algorithms can be generalized through abstract interpretation. Given a language L
and a concrete state space , partition reﬁnement algorithms work by iteratively reﬁning an initial partition P
within the lattice of partitions Part() until the ﬁxpoint PL is reached. The input partition P determines a setAPP
of atoms and a corresponding interpretation IP as follows:APP
def= {pB | B ∈ P } and IP (pB) def= B. More in general,
any X ⊆ ℘() determines a set {pX }X∈X of atoms with interpretation IX (pX ) = X . In particular, this can be
done for an abstract domain A ∈ Abs(℘()) by considering its concretization (A) ⊆ , namely A is viewed as
a set of atoms a ∈ A with interpretation IA(a) = (a). Thus, an abstract domain A ∈ Abs(℘()) together with
a set of functions F ⊆ Fun(℘()) determine a language LA,F , with atoms in A, operations in F and endowed
with a semantic structure SA,F = (, IA ∪ IF ) such that for any a ∈ A, IA(a) = (a) and for any f ∈ F , IF (f) = f .
When LA,F is closed under inﬁnite logical conjunction (for ﬁnite state spaces this boils down to closure under
ﬁnite conjunction) it turns out that the forward complete shell of A for F provides exactly the most abstract
domain in Abs(℘()) that reﬁnes A and is strongly preserving for LA,F (with respect to SA,F ):
SF (A) = unionsq{X ∈ Abs(℘()) | X  A, X is s.p. for LA,F }. (3.1)
In other terms, forward complete shells coincide with strongly preserving shells.
On the other hand, let P
 denote the state partition induced by the state labeling of a semantic/Kripke
structure and let L be closed under logical conjunction and negation. Then, the coarsest s.p. partition PL can be
characterized as a forward complete shell as follows:
PL = par(SOpL(pad(P
))). (3.2)
Example 3.2. Consider the following language L:
ϕ ::= p | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | EXϕ
and the Kripke structure K depicted in Fig. 2, where superscripts determine the labeling function 
 and the
interpretation of EX in K is the predecessor operator pre. The labeling function 
 determines the partition
P
 = {p = 1235, q = 4} ∈ Part(), so that pad(P
) = {∅, 1235, 4, 12345} ∈ Abs(℘()). Abstract domains are
Moore-closed so thatSOpL =Spre. Let us computeSpre(pad(P
)).
X0 = pad(P
) = {∅, 1235, 4, 12345}
X1 = X0  M(pre(X0)) = M(X0 ∪ pre(X0))
= M({∅, 1235, 4, 12345} ∪ {pre({4}) = 135}) = {∅, 135, 1235, 4, 12345}
X2 = X1  M(pre(X1)) = M(X1 ∪ pre(X1))
= M({∅, 135, 1235, 4, 12345} ∪ {pre({135}) = 1245})
= {∅, 15, 125, 135, 1235, 4, 1245, 12345}
X3 = X2 (ﬁxpoint).
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By (3.1),X2 is themost abstract domain that strongly preservesL. Moreover, by (3.2), PL = par(X2) = {15, 2, 3, 4}
is the coarsest partition that strongly preserves L. Observe that the abstract domain X2 is not partitioning so
that pad(PL)Spre(pad(P
)).
4. GPT: a generalized Paige–Tarjan reﬁnement algorithm
In order to emphasize the ideas leading to our generalized Paige–Tarjan algorithm, let us ﬁrst describe how
some features of the Paige–Tarjan algorithm can be viewed and generalized from an abstract interpretation
perspective.
4.1. A new perspective of PT
Consider a ﬁnite Kripke structure (,→, 
) over a set AP of atoms. In the following, Part() and pre→
will be simply denoted by, respectively, Part and pre. As a direct consequence of (3.1), it turns out [28] that the
output PT(P) of the Paige–Tarjan algorithm on an input partition P ∈ Part is the partitioning abstraction of
the forward {pre, }-complete shell of pad(P), i.e.,
PT(P) = par(S{pre,}(pad(P))).
Hennessy–Milner logicHML is inductively generatedby the logical/temporal operators of conjunction, negation
and existential next, so that OpHML = {∩, , pre}. Moreover, as noted in Section 2.3,S{∩,,pre} =S{,pre}. Hence,
by (3.2), we observe that PT(P) computes the coarsest partition PHML that is strongly preserving for HML.
On theother hand, equation (2.1) provides a constructive characterizationof forward complete shells,meaning
that it provides a naïve ﬁxpoint algorithm for computing a complete shell SF (A) = gfp(FA): begin with X =
{} = Abs(℘()) and iteratively, at each step, compute FA(X) until a ﬁxpoint is reached. This scheme could be in
particular applied for computingS{pre,}(pad(P)). Note, however, that this naïve ﬁxpoint algorithm is far from
being efﬁcient since at each step FA(X) always re-computes the images f(x) that have already been computed at
the previous step (cf. Example 2.1).
In our abstract interpretation view, PT is therefore an algorithm that computes
a particular abstraction of a particular forward complete shell.
Our goal is to analyze the basic steps of the PT algorithm in order to investigate whether it can be generalized
from an abstract interpretation perspective to an algorithm that computes
a generic abstraction of a generic forward complete shell.
Let us ﬁrst isolate in our framework the following key points concerning the PT algorithm.
Lemma 4.1. Let P ∈ Part and S ⊆ .
(i) PTsplit(S , P) = par(M(pad(P) ∪ {pre(S)})) = par(pad(P)  M({pre(S)})).
(ii) PTreﬁners(P) = {S ∈ pad(P) | par(M(pad(P) ∪ {pre(S)})) ≺ P }.
(iii) P is PT stable iff {S ∈ pad(P) | par(M(pad(P) ∪ {pre(S)})) ≺ P } = ∅.
Proof. (i) Bydeﬁnition, PTsplit(S , P) = Puprise{pre(S), (pre(S))}.Note that par(M({pre(S)})) = par({pre(S),}) =
{pre(S), (pre(S))}. Finally, observe that M(pad(P) ∪ {pre(S)}) = pad(P)  M({pre(S)}). Also, since the map
par : Abs℘()) → Part() is a left-adjoint and therefore it is additive, it turns out that
par(M(pad(P) ∪ {pre(S)})) = [by the equation above]
par(pad(P)  M({pre(S)})) = [by additivity of par]
par(pad(P))uprisepar(M({pre(S)})) = [since par ◦ pad = id]
Puprise{pre(S), (pre(S))}.
Points (ii) and (iii) follow immediately from (i). 
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Given any set S ⊆ , consider a domain reﬁnement operation reﬁnepre(S , ·) : Abs(℘()) → Abs(℘())
deﬁned as
reﬁnepre(S ,A)
def= A  M({pre(S)}) = M((A) ∪ {pre(S)}).
Observe that the best correct approximation of reﬁnepre(S , ·) on the abstract domain Part is reﬁnePartpre (S , ·) :
Part→Part deﬁned as
reﬁnePartpre (S , P)
def= par(pad(P)  M({pre(S)})).
Thus, Lemma 4.1 (i) provides a characterization of the PT splitting step as best correct approximation of reﬁnepre
on Part. In turn, Lemma 4.1 (ii) and (iii) yield a characterization of PTreﬁners and PT stability based on this
best correct approximation reﬁnePartpre . As a consequence, PT may be reformulated as follows.
while({T ∈ pad(P) | reﬁnePartpre (T , P) ≺ P } /=∅) do
choose S ∈ {T ∈ pad(P) | reﬁnePartpre (T , P) ≺ P };
P := reﬁnePartpre (S , P);
In the following, this view of PT is generalized to a generic abstract domain in Abs(℘()) in place of the
partition P and to a generic set of operations on ℘() in place of the predecessor pre.
4.2. Generalizing PT
Lemma 4.1 can be generalized as follows. Let F ⊆ Fun(℘()). We deﬁne a family of domain reﬁnement oper-
ators reﬁnef :℘()(f)→(Abs(℘())→Abs(℘())) indexed on functions f ∈ F and tuples of sets S ∈ ℘()(f):
(i) Reﬁnef (S ,A) def= A  M({f(S)}).
A tuple S is called aF -reﬁner for anabstract domainA ∈ Abs(℘())when there existsf ∈ F such that S ∈ (A)(f)
and indeed S may contribute to reﬁne A with respect to f , i.e., reﬁnef (S ,A)A. We thus deﬁne reﬁners of an
abstract domain as follows:
(ii) Reﬁnersf (A)
def= {S ∈ (A)(f) | reﬁnef (S ,A)A},
ReﬁnersF (A)
def= ∪f∈FReﬁnersf (A),
and in turn abstract domain stability as follows:
(iii) A is F -stable ⇔ ReﬁnersF (A) = ∅.
ConcretePT.Theaboveobservations leadus todesign the followingPT-like algorithmcalledCPTF (Concrete
PT), parameterized by F , which takes as input an abstract domain A ∈ Abs(℘()) and computes the forward
F -complete shell of A.
Algorithm: CPTF
Input: abstract domain A ∈ Abs(℘())
while(ReﬁnersF (A) /=∅) do
choose for some f ∈ F , S ∈ Reﬁnersf (A);
A := reﬁnef (S ,A);
Output: A
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Lemma 4.2. Let A ∈ Abs(℘()).
(i) A is forward F -complete iff ReﬁnersF (A) = ∅.
(ii) Let  be ﬁnite. Then, CPTF always terminates and CPTF (A) =SF (A).
Proof. (i) Given f ∈ F , notice that A = reﬁnef (S ,A) iff f(S) ∈ (A). Hence, Reﬁnersf (A) = ∅ iff for any S ∈
(A)(f), f(S) ∈ (A), namely, iff f((A)) ⊆ (A) iff A is forward f -complete. Thus, ReﬁnersF (A) = ∅ iff A is
forward F -complete.
(ii) We denote by Xi ∈ uco(℘()), fi ∈ F and Si ∈ Reﬁnersfi (i) the sequences of, respectively, uco’s, functions
in F and reﬁners that are iteratively computed in some run of CPTF (A), where X0 = A. Observe that {Xi} is a
decreasing chain in uco(℘()), hence, since is assumed to be ﬁnite, it turns out that {Xi} is ﬁnite.We denote by
Xﬁn the last uco in the sequence {Xi}, i.e., CPTF (A) = Xﬁn. Since ReﬁnersF (Xﬁn) = ∅, by point (i), Xﬁn is forward
F -complete, and therefore, from Xﬁn  A, we obtain that Xﬁn SF (A).
Let us show, by induction on i, that Xi SF (A).
(i = 0): Clearly, X0 = A SF (A).
(i + 1): By inductive hypothesis and monotonicity of reﬁnefi , it turns out that Xi+1 = reﬁnefi (Si ,Xi) 
reﬁnefi ( Si ,SF (A)). Moreover, by point (i), since SF (A) is forward f -complete, we have that
reﬁnefi ( Si ,SF (A)) =SF (A).
Thus, we obtain that Xﬁn =SF (A). 
Example 4.3. Let us illustrate CPT on the abstract domain A = {∅, 2, 1234} of Example 2.1.
X0 = A = {∅, 2, 1234} S0 = {2} ∈ ReﬁnerspostR(X0)
X1 = M(X0 ∪ {postR(S0)})
= M(X0 ∪ {3}) = {∅, 2, 3, 1234} S1 = {3} ∈ ReﬁnerspostR(X1)
X2 = M(X1 ∪ {postR(S1)})
= M(X1 ∪ {4}) = {∅, 2, 3, 4, 1234} S2 = {1234} ∈ ReﬁnerspostR(X2)
X3 = M(X2 ∪ {postR(S2)})
= M(X2 ∪ {234}) = {∅, 2, 3, 4, 234, 1234} S3 = {234} ∈ ReﬁnerspostR(X3)
X4 = M(X3 ∪ {postR(S3)})
= M(X3 ∪ {34}) = {∅, 2, 3, 4, 34, 234, 1234} ⇒ ReﬁnerspostR(X4) = ∅
Let us note that while in Example 2.1 each step consists in computing the images of postR for the sets belonging
to the whole domain at the previous step and this gives rise to re-computations, here instead an image f(Si) is
never computed twice because at each step we nondeterministically choose a reﬁner S and apply postR to S .
Abstract PT. Our goal is to design an abstract version of CPTF that works on a generic abstraction A of
the lattice of abstract domains Abs(℘()). As recalled in Section 3.1, partitions can be viewed as a “higher-
order” abstraction of abstract domains through the Galois insertion (par, Abs(℘()), Part(), pad). This is
a dual GI since both order relations in Abs(℘()) and Part() are reversed. This depends on the fact that we
want to obtain a complete approximation of a forward complete shell, which, by (2.1), is a greatest ﬁxpoint
so that we need to approximate a greatest ﬁxpoint computation “from above” instead of “from below” as it
happens for a least ﬁxpoint computation. We thus consider a Galois insertion (, Abs(℘()),A, ) of an
abstract domain A into the dual lattice of abstract domains Abs(℘()). The order relation of the abstract
domain A is denoted by  because this makes concrete and abstract ordering notations uniform. It is worth
remarking that since we require a Galois insertion ofA into the complete lattice Abs(℘()), by standard results
on Galois insertions [6],Amust necessarily be a complete lattice. For any f ∈ F , the best correct approximation
reﬁneAf : ℘()(f)→(A→A) of reﬁnef on A is therefore deﬁned as usual by:
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(i) ReﬁneAf (S , a) def= (reﬁnef (S , (a))).
Accordingly, abstract reﬁners and stability are deﬁned as follows:
(ii) ReﬁnersAf (a)
def= {S ∈ (a)(f) | reﬁneAf (S , a) < a},
ReﬁnersAF (a)
def= ∪f∈FReﬁnersAf (a);
(iii) an abstract object a ∈ A is F -stable ⇔ ReﬁnersAF (a) = ∅.
We may now deﬁne the following abstract version of the above algorithm CPTF , called GPTAF (Generalized
PT), that is parameterized on the abstraction A.
Algorithm: GPTAF
Input: abstract object a ∈ A
while (ReﬁnersAF (a) /=∅) do
choose for some f ∈ F , S ∈ ReﬁnersAf (a);
a := reﬁneAf (S , a);
Output: a
GPTAF (a) computes a sequence of abstract objects {ai}i∈ which is a decreasing chain inA, namely ai+1 < ai .
Thus, in order to ensure termination ofGPTAF it is enough to consider an abstractionA such that 〈A,〉 satisﬁes
the descending chain condition (DCC), i.e., every descending chain is eventually stationary. Furthermore, let
us remark that correctness for GPTAF means that for any input object a ∈ A, GPTAF (a) computes exactly the
abstraction in A of the forward F -complete shell of the abstract domain (a), that is
GPTAF (a) = (SF ((a))).
Note that, by (2.1), (SF ((a))) = (gfp(F(a))). It should be clear that correctness for GPT is somehow related
to backward completeness in abstract interpretation. In fact, if the abstraction A is backward complete for
F(a) = 	X.(a)  FM(X) then it is also ﬁxpoint complete (cf. Section 2.2.2), so that (gfp(F(a))) = gfp(FA(a)),
where FA(a) is the best correct approximation of the operator F(a) on the abstraction A. The intuition is that
GPTAF (a) is an algorithm for computing the greatest ﬁxpoint gfp(FA(a)). Indeed, the following result shows that
GPTAF is correct whenA is backward complete for FM, because this implies thatA is backward complete for FA,
for any abstract domain A. Moreover, we also isolate the following condition ensuring the correctness of GPTAF :
the forward F -complete shell operator SF maps domains in A into domains in A, namely the higher-order
abstraction A is forward complete for the forward F -complete shellSF .
Theorem 4.4. Let A be DCC and assume that one of the following conditions holds:
(i) A is backward complete for FM,
(ii) A is forward complete forSF .
Then, GPTAF always terminates and for any a ∈ A, GPTAF (a) = (SF ((a))).
Proof. Let us ﬁrst show the following two facts. For any a ∈ A:
(A)ReﬁnersF ((a)) = ReﬁnersAF (a);
(B) (a) is forward F -complete iff ReﬁnersAF (a) = ∅.
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(A) Let f ∈ F . Note that reﬁnef (S , (a)) = (a)  M({f(S)}) and therefore reﬁneAf (S , a) = ((a) 
M({f(S)})) = ((a)) ∧A (M({f(S)})) = a ∧A (M({f(S)})). Consequently, S∈Reﬁnersf ((a)) iff S ∈ (a)(f)
and M({f(S)})   (a). Likewise, we have that S ∈ ReﬁnersAf (a) iff S ∈ (a)(f) and (M({f(S)}))   a. These
are equivalent properties, because, by Galois insertion, we have that (M({f(S)}))  a iff M({f(S)})  (a).
(B) (a) is forward F -complete iff ReﬁnersF ((a)) = ∅ iff ReﬁnersAF (a) = ∅, by point (A).
Let us now prove the main result. We denote by ai ∈ A, fi ∈ F and Si ∈ ReﬁnersAfi (ai) the sequences of, respec-
tively, abstract ojects, functions in F and reﬁners that are iteratively computed in some run of GPTAF (a), where
a0 = a. Since {ai} is a decreasing chain in the abstract domain A which is assumed to be DCC, it turns out
that these sequences are ﬁnite. We denote by afin the last element in the sequence of ai’s, i.e., GPTAF (a) = afin.
Moreover, we also consider the following sequence of abstract domains: Xi
def= (ai)  FM((ai)) = M((ai) ∪
F((ai))). Let us notice that, since ai+1  ai , by monotonicity, we have that Xi+1  Xi . Moreover, since
ReﬁnersAF (aﬁn) = ∅, by point (B), (aﬁn) is forward F -complete, hence (aﬁn)  FM((aﬁn)), so that Xﬁn =
(aﬁn). We show that (Xﬁn) = (SF ((a))), so that aﬁn = ((aﬁn)) = (Xﬁn) = (SF ((a))) follows.
By point (A), ReﬁnersF ((aﬁn)) = ReﬁnersAF (aﬁn) = ∅, thus, by Lemma 4.2 (i), (aﬁn) is forward F -complete.
Moreover,(aﬁn)  (a0) = (a)andconsequently(aﬁn) SF ((a)).Hence,(Xﬁn)=((aﬁn))(SF ((a))).
Let us now show, by induction on i, that (Xi)  (SF ((a))).
(i = 0): X0 = (a0)  FM((a0)) = (a)  FM((a)), hence, since SF ((a))  (a), FM((a)), we have that
SF ((a))  X0, and therefore (SF ((a)))  (X0).
(i + 1): Sinceai+1 = (M((ai) ∪ {fi( Si)})),where Si ∈ (ai),wehave thatfi( Si) ∈ FM((ai)).Hence,M((ai)
∪ {fi( Si)}) ⊆ M((ai) ∪ FM((ai))) = (ai)  FM((ai)) = Xi , namely Xi  M((ai) ∪ {fi( Si)}), so that (Xi)
 ai+1 and ((Xi))  (ai+1). Moreover:
(Xi+1) =
((ai+1)  FM((ai+1))) = [since  is co-additive]
((ai+1))  (FM((ai+1)))  [since (ai+1)  ((Xi))]
(((Xi)))  (FM(((Xi))))  [by induction]
(((SF ((a)))))  (FM(((SF ((a)))))) = [since  ◦  ◦  = ]
(SF ((a)))  (((FM(((SF ((a)))))))).
Now, both conditions (i) and (ii) imply that
(((FM(((SF ((a)))))))) = (((FM(SF ((a)))))).
Thus, we may proceed as follows:
(SF ((a)))  (((FM(A(SF ((a))))))) = [by either condition (i) or (ii)]
(SF ((a)))  (((FM(SF ((a)))))) = [since  ◦  ◦  = ]
(SF ((a)))  (FM(SF ((a)))) = [asSF ((a)) is forward F -complete]
(SF ((a)))  (SF ((a))) =
(SF ((a))).
Thus, this closes the proof. 
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Corollary 4.5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4, for any a ∈ A, GPTAF (a) is the F -stable shell of a.
Proof. By Theorem 4.4, GPTAF (a)  a and is F -stable. Let us show that GPTAF (a) is indeed the F -stable shell of
a. Let b ∈ A such that b  a and ReﬁnersAF (b) = ∅. Since b  a, we have that (b)  (a). Moreover, by point
(A) in the proof of Theorem 4.4, ReﬁnersF ((b)) = ReﬁnersAF (b) = ∅, so that (b) is forward F -complete by
Lemma 4.2 (i). Hence, (b) SF ((a)) and thus, by Theorem 4.4, b = ((b))  (SF ((a))) = GPTAF (a). 
Example 4.6. Let us consider again Examples 2.1 and 4.3. Recall from Section 2.3 that the disjunctive shellSdis :
Abs(℘()) → dAbs(℘()) maps any abstract domain A to its disjunctive completion Sdis(A) = {∪S | S ⊆
(A)}. It turns out that the disjunctive shellSdis allows to view dAbs(℘()) as an abstraction of Abs(℘()),
namely (Sdis, Abs(℘()), dAbs(℘()), id) is a GI. This is a consequence of the fact that disjunctive abstract
domains are closed under lub’s in Abs(℘()) and therefore dAbs(℘()) is a Moore-family of Abs(℘()).
It turns out that condition (i) of Theorem 4.4 is satisﬁed for this GI. In fact, by exploiting the fact that postR :
℘() → ℘() is additive, it is not hard to verify that Sdis ◦ postMR ◦Sdis =Sdis ◦ postMR . Thus, let us apply
GPTdAbspostR to the disjunctive abstract domain X0 = {∅, 2, 1234} =Sdis({2, 1234}) ∈ dAbs(℘()).
X0 = {∅, 2, 1234} S0 = {2}∈ReﬁnersdAbspostR(X0)
X1 =Sdis(M(X0 ∪ {postR(S0)}))
=Sdis({∅, 2, 3, 1234})
= {∅, 2, 3, 23, 1234} S1 = {3}∈ReﬁnersdAbspostR(X1)
X2 =Sdis(M(X1 ∪ {postR(S1)}))
=Sdis({∅, 2, 3, 23, 4, 1234})
= {∅, 2, 3, 4, 23, 24, 34, 234, 1234} ⇒ ReﬁnersdAbspostR(X2) = ∅
From Example 4.3 we know that SpostR(X0) = {∅, 2, 3, 4, 34, 234, 1234}. Thus, as expected from Theorem 4.4,
GPTdAbspostR(X0) coincides withSdis(SpostR(X0)) = {∅, 2, 3, 4, 23, 24, 34, 234, 1234}. Note that the abstract ﬁxpoint
has been reached in two iterations, whereas in Example 4.3 the concrete computation by CPTpostR needed four
iterations. 
4.3. An optimization of GPT
As pointed out by Paige and Tarjan [26], the PT algorithmworks even if splitters are chosen among blocks in-
stead of unions of blocks, i.e., if PTreﬁners(P) is replaced with the subset of “block reﬁners”
PTblockreﬁners(P) def= PTreﬁners(P) ∩ P . This can be easily generalized as follows. Given g ∈ F , for any a ∈ A,
let subReﬁnersAg (a) ⊆ ReﬁnersAg (a) be any subset of reﬁners. We denote by IGPTAF (which stands for Im-
proved GPT) the version of GPTAF where ReﬁnersAg is replaced with subReﬁners
A
g . If stability for subreﬁners
is equivalent to stability for reﬁners then IGPT results to be correct.
Corollary 4.7. Let g ∈ F be such that, for any a ∈ A, subReﬁnersAg (a) = ∅⇔ ReﬁnersAg (a) = ∅. Then, for any
a ∈ A, GPTAF (a) = IGPTAF (a).
Proof. Let subReﬁnersAF (a) = subReﬁnersAg (a) ∪ (∪Ff /=gReﬁnersAf (a)). By hypothesis, we have that
subReﬁnersAF (a) /= ∅ iff ReﬁnersAF (a) /= ∅. Let {ai} be the ﬁnite decreasing chain of abstract objects com-




F (a)) = ∅we have that ReﬁnersAF (IGPTAF (a)) = ∅. Moreover,
since, for any i, subReﬁnersAg (ai) ⊆ ReﬁnersAg (ai), there exists a run of GPTAF (a) which exactly computes the
sequence {ai}, so that, by Theorem 4.4, IGPTAF (a) = GPTAF (a). 
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4.4. Instantiating GPT with partitions
Let us now show how the above GPT algorithm can be instantiated to the lattice of partitions. Assume that
the state space is ﬁnite. Recall from Section 3 that the lattice of partitions can be viewed as an approximation
of the lattice of abstract domains through the GI (par, Abs(℘()), Part(), pad). The following properties
(1) and (2) are consequences of the fact that a partitioning abstract domain pad(P) is closed under complements,
i.e., X ∈ pad(P) iff (X) ∈ pad(P).
(1) ReﬁnersPart (P) = ∅.
(2) For any f and S ∈ ℘()(f), reﬁnePartf (S , P) = Puprise{f(S), (f(S))}.
Thus, by Point (1), for any F ⊆ Fun(℘()), a partition P ∈ Part() is F -stable iff P is (F ∪ {})-stable, that is
complements can be left out. Hence, if F - denotes F{} then GPTPartF may be simpliﬁed as follows.
Algorithm: GPTPartF
Input: partition P ∈ Part()
while (ReﬁnersPart
F - (P) /=∅) do
choose for some f ∈ F -, S ∈ ReﬁnersPartf (P);
P := Puprise{f(S),(f(S))};
Output: P
Note that the number of iterations of GPTPartF is bounded by the height of the lattice Part(), namely by the
number of states ||. Thus, if each reﬁnement step involving some f ∈ F takes O(cost(f))-time then the time
complexity of GPTPartF is bounded by O(||max({cost(f) | f ∈ F })).
Let us now consider a languageL and a semantic structure (, I) forL. IfL is closed under logical conjunction
andnegation then, for anyA ∈ Abs(℘()),SOpL(A) is closedunder complements and therefore it is apartitioning
abstract domain. Thus, condition (ii) of Theorem 4.4 is satisﬁed sinceSOpL maps partitioning abstract domains
into partitioning abstract domains. The following characterization is thus obtained as a consequence of (3.2).
Corollary 4.8. If L is closed under conjunction and negation then GPTPartOpL(P
)=PL.
This provides an algorithm parameterized on a language L that includes propositional logic for computing the
coarsest strongly preserving partition PL.
PT as an instance of GPT. It is now immediate to obtain PT as an instance ofGPT.We know thatGPTPart{pre,} =
GPTPartpre . Moreover, by Lemma 4.1 (i) and (ii):
Puprise{pre(S), (pre(S))} = PTsplit(S , P) and ReﬁnersPartpre (P) = PTreﬁners(P).
Hence, by Lemma 4.1 (iii), it turns out that P ∈ Part() is PT stable if and only if ReﬁnersPartpre (P) = ∅. Thus,
the instance GPTPartpre provides exactly the PT algorithm. Also, correctness follows from Corollaries 4.5 and 4.8:
GPTPartpre (P) is both the coarsest PT stable reﬁnement of P and the coarsest strongly preserving partition PHML.
5. Applications
5.1. Stuttering equivalence and Groote–Vaandrager algorithm
Lamport’s criticism [24] of the next-time operator X in CTL/CTL∗ is well known. This motivated the study of
temporal logics like CTL-X/CTL∗-X obtained from CTL/CTL∗ by removing the next-time operator and led to
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study a notion of stuttering-based equivalence in Kripke structures [2,8,17]. We are interested here in divergence
blind stuttering (dbs for short) equivalence. Let K = (,→, 
) be a Kripke structure over a setAP of atoms. A




(2) If s→t then there exist t0, . . ., tk ∈ , with k  0, such that: (i) t0 = s′; (ii) for all i ∈ [0, k − 1], ti→ti+1 and
sRti; (iii) tRtk ;
(3) s′Rs, i.e., R is symmetric.
Observe that condition (2) allows the case k = 0 and this simply boils down to requiring that tRs′. It turns out
that the empty relation is a dbs relation and that dbs relations are closed under union. Hence, the largest dbs
relation exists and is an equivalence relation called dbs equivalence, whose corresponding partition is denoted
by Pdbs ∈ Part().
It turns out [8] that Pdbs (see also [28, Corollary 7.4]) can be characterized as the coarsest strongly preserving
partition PL for the following language L:
ϕ ::= p | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ¬ϕ | EU(ϕ1,ϕ2),
where the semantics EU : ℘()2 → ℘() of the existential until operator EU is as usual:
EU(S1, S2) = S2 ∪ {s ∈ S1 | ∃s0, . . ., sn ∈ , with n  0, such that (i) s0 = s,
(ii) ∀i ∈ [0, n). si ∈ S1, si→si+1, (iii) sn ∈ S2}.
Therefore, as a straight instance of Corollary 4.8, it turns out that GPTPart
EU
(P
) = PL = Pdbs.
Groote and Vaandrager [17] designed a partition reﬁnement algorithm, here denoted by GV, for computing
the partition Pdbs. This algorithm uses the following deﬁnitions of split and reﬁner:5 For any P ∈ Part() and
B1,B2 ∈ P ,
GVsplit(〈B1,B2〉, P) def= Puprise{EU(B1,B2), (EU(B1,B2))},
GVreﬁners(P) def= {〈B1,B2〉 ∈ P × P | GVsplit(〈B1,B2〉, P) ≺ P }.
The algorithm GV is as follows. Groote and Vaandrager show how GV can be efﬁciently implemented in
O(|→|||)-time.
Algorithm: GV
Input: partition P ∈ Part()
while (GVreﬁners(P) /=∅) do
choose 〈B1,B2〉 ∈ GVreﬁners(P);
P := GVsplit(〈B1,B2〉, P);
Output: P
It turns out that GV exactly coincides with the optimized instance IGPTPart
EU
that considers block reﬁners.
This is obtained as a straight consequence of the following facts.
Lemma 5.1
(1) GVreﬁners(P) = ∅ iff ReﬁnersPart
EU
(P) = ∅.
(2) GVsplit(〈B1,B2〉, P) = reﬁnePartEU (〈B1,B2〉, P).
5 In [17], pos(B1,B2) denotes EU(B1,B2) ∩ B1.
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Proof. (1) It is sufﬁcient to show that if for any B1,B2 ∈ P , EU(B1,B2) ∈ pad(P), then for any S1, S2 ∈ pad(P),
EU(S1, S2) ∈ pad(P). Thus, we have to prove that for any {Bi}i∈I , {Bj}j∈J ⊆ P , EU(∪iBi ,∪jBj) = ∪kBk , for some
{Bk}k∈K ⊆ P . EU is an additive operator in its second argument, thus we only need to show that, for any B ∈ P ,
EU(∪iBi ,B) = ∪kBk , i.e., if s ∈ EU(∪iBi ,B) and s ∈ B′, for someB′ ∈ P , thenB′ ⊆ EU(∪iBi ,B). If s ∈ EU(∪iBi ,B),
for some B ∈ P , then there exist n  0 and s0, ..., sn ∈  such that s0 = s, for all j ∈ [0, n− 1], sj ∈ ∪iBi and
sj→sj+1, and sn ∈ B. Let us prove by induction on n that if s′ ∈ B′ then s′ ∈ EU(∪iBi ,B).
– n = 0: In this case s ∈ ∪iBi and s ∈ B = B′. Hence, for some k , s ∈ Bk = B = B′ and therefore s ∈ EU(B,B)
= B. Moreover, EU is monotone on its ﬁrst argument and therefore B′ = B = EU(B,B) ⊆ EU(∪iBi ,B).
– n+ 1: Suppose that there exist s0, ..., sn+1 ∈  such that s0 = s, ∀j ∈ [0, n].sj ∈ ∪iBi and sj→sj+1, and
sn+1 ∈ B. Let sn ∈ Bk , for some Bk ∈ {Bi}i∈I . Then, s ∈ EU(∪iBi ,Bk) and s = s0→s1→...→sn. Since this
trace has length n, by inductive hypothesis, s′ ∈ EU(∪iBi ,Bk). Hence, there exist r0, ..., rm ∈ , with m  0,
such that s′ = r0,∀j ∈ [0,m− 1].rj ∈ ∪iBi and rj→rj+1, and rm ∈ Bk .Moreover, since sn→sn+1, wehave that
sn ∈ EU(Bk ,B). By hypothesis, EU(Bk ,B) ⊇ Bk , and therefore rm ∈ EU(Bk ,B). Thus, there exist q0, ..., ql ∈
, with l  0, such that rm = q0, ∀j ∈ [0, l− 1].qj ∈ Bk and qj→qj+1, and ql ∈ B. We have thus found the
following trace: s′ = r0→r1→...→rm = q0→q1→...→ql, where all the states in the sequence but the last
one ql belong to ∪iBi , while ql ∈ B. This means that s′ ∈ EU(∪iBi ,B).
(2)ByPoint (2) inSection4.4, reﬁnePart
EU
(〈B1,B2〉, P) = Puprise{EU(B1,B2),(EU(B1,B2))} = GVsplit(〈B1,B2〉, P). 
Hence, by Corollary 4.7, we have that Lemma 5.1 (1) allows us to exploit the IGPTPart
EU
algorithm in order to
choose reﬁners for EU among the pairs of blocks of the current partition, so that by Lemma 5.1 (2) we obtain
that IGPTPart
EU
exactly coincides with the GV algorithm.
5.2. A new simulation equivalence algorithm
It is well known that simulation equivalence is an appropriate state equivalence to be used in abstract model
checking because it strongly preserves ACTL∗ and provides a better state-space reduction than bisimulation
equivalence. However, computing simulation equivalence is harder than bisimulation [23]. A number of algo-
rithms for computing simulation equivalence exist: Henzinger, Henzinger and Kopke [20], Bloom and Paige [1],
Bustan and Grumberg [3], Tan and Cleaveland [30], Gentilini, Piazza and Policriti [11] and Ranzato and Tap-
paro [29]. Let Psim denote the partition corresponding to simulation equivalence so that |Psim| is the number of
simulation equivalence classes. The algorithms by Henzinger, Henzinger and Kopke [20] and Bloom and Paige
[1] run in O(|→|||)-time and have the drawback of a quadratic space complexity that is limited from below
by O(||2). A better space complexity is obtained by Gentilini, Piazza and Policriti’s algorithm [11] that runs
in O(|Psim|2 + || log(|Psim|))-space and O(|→||Psim|2)-time. On the other hand, the algorithm by Ranzato and
Tapparo [29] runs inO(|→||Psim|)-time andO(|||Psim|))-space. As far as time-complexity is concerned, this lat-
ter is the best available algorithm and it still retains a space complexity which is comparable to that of Gentilini
et al.’s algorithm. It is worth remarking that all these algorithms are quite soﬁsticated and may use complex
data structures. We show how GPT can be instantiated in order to design a new simple and efﬁcient simulation
equivalence algorithm with competitive space and time complexities of, respectively,O(|Psim|2 + || log(|Psim|))
and O(|Psim|2 · (|Psim|2 + |→|)).
Consider a ﬁniteKripke structureK = (,→, 





(2) For any t ∈  such that s→t, there exists t′ ∈  such that s′→t′ and tRt′.
Simulation equivalence ∼sim ⊆ × is deﬁned as follows: s ∼sim s′ iff there exist two simulation relations R1
and R2 such that sR1s′ and s′R2s. Psim ∈ Part() denotes the partition corresponding to ∼sim.
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It is known (see e.g., [15, Section 8]) that simulation equivalence on K can be characterized as the state
equivalence induced by the following language L:
ϕ ::= p | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | EXϕ
namely, Psim = PL, where the interpretation of EX inK is the standard predecessor operator. Let us consider the
GI (Sdis, Abs(℘()), dAbs(℘()), id) of disjunctive abstract domains into the lattice of abstract domains
that we deﬁned in Example 4.6. As observed in Example 4.6, it turns out thatSdis ◦ preM ◦ Sdis =Sdis ◦ preM,









because par ◦Sdis = par. Also, by (3.2), we know that par(Spre(pad(P




namely the following instance GPTdAbspre allows to compute simulation equivalence.
Algorithm: GPTdAbspre
Input: disjunctive abstract domain A :=Sdis({[s]
}s∈) ∈ dAbs(℘())
while (ReﬁnersdAbspre (A) /=∅) do
choose S ∈ ReﬁnersdAbspre (A);
A := reﬁnedAbspre (S ,A);
Output: A
GPTdAbspre works by iteratively reﬁning a disjunctive abstract domain A ∈ dAbs(℘()), which is ﬁrst initialized
to the disjunctive shell of the abstract domain that is determined by the labeling of atoms. Then, GPTdAbspre itera-
tively ﬁnds a reﬁner S for A, namely a set S ∈ (A) such that pre→(S) does not belong to (A) and therefore may
contribute to reﬁne A, i.e., reﬁnedAbspre (S ,A) = ((A) ∪ pre→(S))  A. Simulation equivalence is then computed
from the output disjunctive abstract domain A as Psim = par(A).
It turns out that reﬁners of a disjunctive abstract domain A can be chosen among the images of blocks in
par(A), namely in
subReﬁnersdAbspre (A)
def= ReﬁnersdAbspre (A) ∩ {((B)) | B ∈ par(A)}.
In fact, since both  ◦  and pre→ are additive functions, it turns out that ∀S ∈ (A). pre→(S) ∈ (A) if and only
if ∀B ∈ par(A). pre→(((B))) ∈ (A), so that subReﬁnersdAbspre (A) = ∅ iff ReﬁnersdAbspre (A) = ∅, and therefore
Corollary 4.7 can be applied.
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5.2.1. A data structure for disjunctive abstract domains
It turns out that a disjunctive abstract domain A ∈ dAbs(℘()) can be represented through the partition
par(A) ∈ Part() induced by A and the following relation	A on par(A):
∀B1,B2 ∈ par(A),B1	AB2 iff ((B1)) ⊆ ((B2)).
It is clear that this gives rise to a partial order relation because if B1,B2 ∈ par(A) and ((B1)) = ((B2)) then
we can pick up s1 ∈ B1 and s2 ∈ B2 so that (({s1})) = ((B1)) = ((B2)) = (({s2})), namely s1 and s2 are
equivalent according to par(A) and therefore B1 = B2. The poset 〈par(A),	A〉 is denoted by poset(A). It turns
out that a disjunctive abstract domain can always be represented by this poset, namely the closure operator
induced by A can be deﬁned in terms of poset(A) as follows.
Lemma 5.2.LetA ∈ dAbs(℘()).ForanyS ⊆ ,A(A(S)) = ∪{B ∈ par(A) | ∃C ∈ par(A). C ∩ S /= ∅, B	AC}.
Proof. (⊆)Consider any x ∈ A(A(S)) = ∪s∈SA(A({s})). Then, there exists some s ∈ S such that x ∈ A(A({s})).
We consider Bx ,Bs ∈ par(A) such that x ∈ Bx and s ∈ Bs. Then, Bs ∩ S /= ∅ and Bx	ABs because A(A(Bx)) =
A(A({x})) ⊆ A(A({s})) = A(A(Bs)).
(⊇) Let B,C ∈ par(A) such that s ∈ C ∩ S and B	AC . Then, B ⊆ A(A(B)) ⊆ A(A(C)) = A(A({s}))
⊆ A(A(S)). 
Example 5.3. Some examples of posets that represent disjunctive abstract domains are depicted in Fig. 3.
(1) The disjunctive abstract domain A1 = {∅, [45], [12345]} is such that par(A1) = {[123], [45]}.
(2) The disjunctive domain A2 = {∅, [45], [123], [12345]} induces the same partition {[123], [45]}, while
poset(A2) is discrete.
(3) The disjunctive abstract domain A3 = {∅, [4], [5], [45], [12345]} induces the partition par(A3) = {[123], [4],
[5]}.
(4) The disjunctive abstract domainA4 = {∅, [45], [145], [245], [1245], [12345]} induces the partition par(A4) =
{[1], [2], [3], [45]}.
A disjunctive abstract domain A ∈ dAbs(℘()) is thus represented by poset(A). This means that our imple-
mentation of GPTdAbspre maintains and reﬁnes a partition par(A) and an order relation on par(A). Let us describe
how this can be done.
5.2.2. Implementation
Any state s ∈  is represented by a record State that contains a pointer ﬁeld block that points to the block
of the current partition par(A) that includes s and a ﬁeld pre that represents pre→({s}) as a list of pointers to
the states in pre→({s}). The whole state space  is represented as a doubly linked list states of State so
that insertion/removal can be done in O(1). The ordering in the list states matters and may change during
computation.
Any block B of the partition par(A) ∈ Part() is represented by a record Block that contains the following
ﬁelds:
Fig. 3. Disjunctive abstract domains as posets.
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– first and last are pointers to State such that the block B consists of all the states in the interval
[first,last] of the list states. When a state is either added to or removed from a block, the ordering
in the list states changes accordingly and this can be done in O(1).
– less is a linked list of pointers to Block. At the end of any reﬁnement step, the list less for some block
B contains all the blocks C ∈ par(A) which are less than or equal to B, i.e., such that C	AB. In particular,
the list less is always nonempty because less always includes B itself.
– intersection is a pointer toBlockwhich is set by the proceduresplit that splits the current partition
with respect to a set.
– changedImage is a boolean ﬂag which is set by the procedure orderUpdate.
The blocks of the current partition par(A) are represented as a doubly linked list P of Block.
Let us face the problem of reﬁning a disjunctive abstract domain A to A′ = ((A) ∪ {S}) for some S ⊆ .
If P , P ′ ∈ Part(), P ′  P and B ∈ P ′ then let parentP (B) ∈ P (when clear from the context the subscript P is
omitted) denote the unique block in P (possibly B itself) that includes B. The following key result provides the
basis for designing an algorithm that updates poset(A) to poset(A′).
Lemma 5.4. Let A ∈ dAbs(℘()), S ⊆  and A′ = ((A) ∪ {S}) ∈ dAbs(℘()). Let P = par(A) ∈ Part() and
P ′ = PTsplit(S , P) ∈ Part(). Then, poset(A′) = 〈P ′,	A′ 〉, where for any B′,C ′ ∈ P ′ :
(i) if B′ ∩ S = ∅ then C ′	A′B′ ⇔ C ′ ⊆ A(A(parent(B′)));
(ii) if B′ ∩ S /= ∅ then C ′	A′B′ ⇔ C ′ ⊆ A(A(parent(B′))) ∩ S.
Proof. Let  = A ◦ A and ′ = A′ ◦ A′ . We ﬁrst observe that if x ∈ S then ′({x}) = ({x}) ∩ S , while if x  ∈ S
then ′({x}) = ({x}). We then show the following statement: for any x, y ∈ ,
′({x}) ⊆ ′({y}) iff ({x}) ⊆ ({y}) & (y ∈ S ⇒ x ∈ S). (∗)
(⇒) Since ′  , we have that  ◦ ′ =  so that ({x}) = (′({x})) ⊆ (′({y})) = ({y}). Moreover, if
y ∈ S then x ∈ ′({x}) ⊆ ′({y}) ⊆ ′(S) = S .
(⇐) If y ∈ S then x ∈ S so that ′({x}) = ({x}) ∩ S ⊆ ({y}) ∩ S = ′({y}). If instead y  ∈ S then ′({x}) ⊆
({x}) ⊆ ({y}) = ′({y}).
It is then simple to show that P ′ = PTsplit(S , P) = par(A′). In fact, x ≡A′ y iff ′({x}) = ′({y}) and, by (∗), this
happens iff ({x}) = ({y}) and x ∈ S ⇔ y ∈ S , namely iff x and y belong to the same block of PTsplit(S , P).
It is simple to derive from (∗) the following statement: for any B′,C ′ ∈ P ′,
′(C ′) ⊆ ′(B′) iff (C ′) ⊆ (B′) & (B′ ∩ S /= ∅ ⇒ C ′ ∩ S /= ∅). (Ð)
Let us now show points (i) and (ii). Let us observe that for any B′ ∈ P ′, since P ′  P = par(A), we have that
(B′) = (parent(B′)).
(i) Assume that B′ ∩ S = ∅. If C ′	A′B′, i.e., ′(C ′) ⊆ ′(B′), then, by (Ð), (C ′) ⊆ (B′) so that C ′ ⊆ (C ′) ⊆
(B′) = (parent(B′)).On theotherhand, ifC ′ ⊆ (parent(B′)) = (B′) then(C ′) ⊆ (B′)andB′ ∩ S /= ∅ ⇒
C ′ ∩ S /= ∅ so that, by (Ð), ′(C ′) ⊆ ′(B′), i.e., C ′	A′B′.
(ii) Assume thatB′ ∩ S /= ∅. IfC ′	A′B′, i.e.,′(C ′) ⊆ ′(B′), then, by (Ð),(C ′) ⊆ (B′) andC ′ ∩ S /= ∅, namely
C ′ ⊆ S . Also, C ′ ⊆ (C ′) ⊆ (B′) = (parent(B′)) so that C ′ ⊆ (parent(B′)) ∩ S . On the other hand, if C ′ ⊆
(parent(B′)) ∩ S = (B′) ∩ S then C ′ ∩ S /= ∅. Also, from C ′ ⊆ (B′) we obtain (C ′) ⊆ (B′). Thus, by (Ð),
we obtain ′(C ′) ⊆ ′(B′), i.e., C ′	A′B′. 
A reﬁnement step reﬁnedAbspre (S ,A) = A′ is thus implemented through the following two main steps:
(A) Update the partition par(A) to PTsplit(S , par(A));
(B) Update the order relation	A on par(A) to	A′ on PTsplit(S , par(A)) by using Lemma 5.4.
The procedure split(S) in Fig. 4 splits the current partition P ∈ Part() with respect to a splitter S ⊆ .
Initially, each block B ∈ P has the ﬁeld intersection set to NULL. At the end of split(S), the partition P
is updated to its reﬁnement P ′ = PTsplit(S , P) where for any B ∈ P :
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Fig. 4. The procedures split(S) and orderUpdate().
– If ∅B ∩ SB then B is modiﬁed to BS by repeating the move statement at line 12 and the newly
allocated block B ∩ S at line 6 is appended at line 7 to the end of the current list of blocks;
– If B ∩ S = B or B ∩ S = ∅ then B is not modiﬁed.
Moreover, the ﬁeld intersection of any B′ ∈ P ′ = PTsplit(S , P) is set as follows:
(1) If B′ ∈ P ∩ P ′ and B′ ∩ S = ∅ then B′->intersection = NULL because split(S) does not modify
the record B′.
(2) If B′ ∈ P ∩ P ′ and B′ ∩ S /= ∅ (i.e., B′ ⊆ S) then B′->intersection = B′ (line 17).
(3) If B′ ∈ P ′P and B′ ∩ S = ∅ (i.e., B′ = parent(B′)S) then B′->intersection = parent(B′) ∩ S (line
6).
(4) If B′ ∈ P ′P and B′ ∩ S /= ∅ (i.e., B′ = parent(B′) ∩ S) then B′->intersection = B′ (line 8).
Note that for the “old” blocks in P , split(S) does not modify the corresponding list of pointers less, while
the list less for a newly allocated block B ∩ S is a copy of the list less of B (line 9). Also observe that blocks
that are referenced by pointers in some less ﬁeld may well be modiﬁed.
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Fig. 5. Implementation of GPTdAbspre .
The procedure orderUpdate() in Fig. 4 is called after split(S) to update the less ﬁelds in order to
represent the reﬁnedposet 〈P ′,	A′ 〉deﬁned inLemma5.4.By exploiting the abovepoints (1)–(4), let us observe the
following points about the procedure orderUpdate() whose current partition represents P ′ = PTsplit(S , P).
(5) For all blocks B′ ∈ P ′, the test B′ ∩ S = ∅ at line 4 is coded as B′->intersection /= B′.
(6) The testC /= parent(C) at line 6 is coded asC->intersection /= NULL andC->intersection /= C .
(7) The block parent(C) ∩ S at lines 6 and 10 is C->intersection.
(8) The test C ⊆ S at line 9 is equivalent to C ∩ S /= ∅ and is thus coded as C->intersection = C .
(9) Lines 4–6 implement the case (i) of Lemma 5.4.
(10) Lines 7–14 implement the case (ii) of Lemma 5.4.
Moreover, if for some blocks B,C ∈ P ′ we have that B ⊆ S and C belongs to the list B->less and C ∩ S =
∅—namely, we are in the case of line 10—then, by Lemma 5.4, A′(A′(B))A(A(B)), that is the image of B
changed. For these blocks B, the ﬂag B->changedImage is set to true.
Finally, let us notice that the sequence of disjunctive abstract domains computed by some run of GPTdAbspre is
decreasing, namely if A and A′ are, respectively, the current and next disjunctive abstract domains then A′  A.
As a consequence, if an image A(A(B)), for some B ∈ par(A), is not a reﬁner for A and B remains a block in
the next reﬁned partition par(A′) then A′(A′(B)) cannot be a reﬁner for A′. Thus, a correct strategy for ﬁnding
reﬁners consists in scanning the list of blocks of the current partition P while in any reﬁnement step from A to
A′, after calling split(S), all the blocks B ∈ par(A′) whose image changed are moved to the tail of P . This
leads to the implementation of GPTdAbspre described in Fig. 5.
Theorem 5.5.The algorithm inFig. 5 computes simulation equivalence Psim onK inO(|Psim|2 · (|Psim|2 + |→|))-time
and O(|| log(|Psim|)+ |Psim|2)-space.
Proof.We have shown above that the algorithm in Fig. 5 is a correct implementation of GPTdAbspre . Let us observe
the following points.
(1) For any block B ∈ P , by Lemma 5.2, image(B) at line 10 can be computed in the worst case by scanning
each edge of the order relation 	A on P = par(A), namely in O(|P |2) time. Since any current partition is
coarser than Psim, it turns out that image(B) can be computed in O(|Psim|2)-time.
(2) The list of pointersS at lines 11–12 representingpre→(A(B)) canbe computed in theworst caseby traversing
the whole transition relation, namely in O(|→|)-time.
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(3) For any S ⊆ , split(S) at line 13 is computed in O(|S|)-time.
(4) orderUpdate() at line 14 is computed in the worst case by scanning each edge of the order relation	A
on P = par(A), namely in O(|P |2) time, and therefore in O(|Psim|2)-time.
(5) The for loop at line 15 is computed in O(|P |)-time and therefore in O(|Psim|)-time.
Thus, an iteration of the for-loop takesO(2|Psim|2 + |→| + |S| + |Psim|)-time, namely, since |S|  |→|,O(|Psim|2
+ |→|)-time.
In order to prove that the time complexity isO(|Psim|2 · (|Psim|2 + |→|)), let us show that the number of iterations
of the for-loop is in O(|Psim|2). Let {Ai}i∈[1,k] ∈ dAbs(℘()) be the sequence of different disjunctive abstract
domains computed in some run of the algorithm and let {i}i∈[1,k] ⊆ uco(℘()) be the corresponding sequence
of disjunctive uco’s. Thus, for any i ∈ [1, k),i+1i and Psim = par(k). Hence, for any i ∈ [1, k], Psim  par(i),
so that for any B ∈ Psim, i(B) = ∪j∈J Bj for some set of blocks {Bj}j∈J ⊆ Psim. We know that for any i ∈ [1, k)
there exists some block B ∈ par(i) whose image changes, namely i+1(B)i(B). Note that i+1(B)i(B)
holds for someB ∈ par(i) if and only ifi+1(B)i(B) holds for someB ∈ Psim. Clearly, for any blockB ∈ Psim,
this latter fact can happen atmost |Psim| times. Consequently, the overall number of blocks that in some iteration
of the for-loop change image is bounded by
∑
B∈Psim |Psim| = |Psim|2. Hence, the overall number of blocks that
are scanned by the for-loop is bounded by |par(1)| + |Psim|2 and therefore the overall number of iterations of
the for-loop is in O(|Psim|2).
The input of the algorithm is the Kripke structure K, that is the list states and for each state the list pre of
its predecessors. In each iteration of the for loop we keep in memory all the ﬁelds of the records State, that
need O(|| log(|Psim|))-space, the current partition, that needs O(|Psim|)-space, and the order relation 	A, that
needs O(|Psim|2)-space. Thus, the overall space complexity is O(|| log(|Psim|)+ |Psim|2). 
5.3. A language expressing reachability
Let us consider the following language Lwhich is generated by the existential “ﬁnally” operator EF together
with propositional logic:
ϕ ::= p | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ¬ϕ | EFϕ.
Given a Kripke structure K = (,→, 
), the interpretation EF : ℘() → ℘() of the reachability operator EF
is as usual: EF(S) def= EU(, S). It turns out that the coarsest strongly preserving partition PL coincides with
Milner’s weak bisimulation equivalence on unlabeled transition systems. Weak bisimulation [25] is a weakening
of bisimulation on labeled transition systemswhich allows any ﬁnite number of invisible -labeled actions before
or after a simulation step. On unlabeled Kripke structures, weak bisimulation simply allows to simulate one
transition step through any ﬁnite number of transition steps. Hence, a relationR ⊆ × is a weak bisimulation
on a Kripke structure K = (,→, 
) when R is a bisimulation on the Kripke structure K∗ = (,→∗, 
) where
→∗ is the reﬂexive-transitive closure of →. Analogously to bisimulation, the largest weak bisimulation relation
exists and is an equivalence relation called weak bisimulation equivalence, whose corresponding partition is
denoted by Pwbis ∈ Part(). Then, it turns out that Pwbis = PL. It would not be too difﬁcult to demonstrate this
latter equivalence, for example by adapting the proof given in [28, Corollary 7.4] for stuttering equivalence.
To the best of our knowledge, no speciﬁc algorithm for computing weak bisimulation equivalence on unla-
beled Kripke structures exists. One naïve algorithm simply consists in ﬁrst computing the reﬂexive-transitive
closure of the transition relation and successively computing bisimulation equivalence through PT. However,
this approach would require to store the reﬂexive-transitive closure of the transition relation and in general
this would be a space bottleneck. We provide here a speciﬁc algorithm for computing PL which is obtained as
an instantiation of GPT. Since L includes propositional logic, by Corollary 4.8, it turns out that the instance
GPTPart
EF
allows to compute the coarsest strongly preserving partition PL, namely GPTPartEF (P
) = PL.
It turns out that block reﬁners are enough, namely
BlockReﬁnersPart
EF
(P) = {B ∈ P | Puprise{EF(B), (EF(B))} ≺ P }.
In fact, note that BlockReﬁnersPart
EF
(P) = ∅ iff ReﬁnersPart
EF




) = PL. The optimized algorithm IGPTPartEF is as follows.
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Algorithm: IGPTPart
EF










The key point in implementing IGPTPart
EF
is the following property of “stability under reﬁnement”: for any
P ,Q ∈ Part(),
if Q  P and B ∈ P ∩ Q then Puprise{EF(B),(EF(B))}= P implies Quprise{EF(B), (EF(B))} = Q.
As a consequence of this property, if some block B of the current partition Pcurr is not a EF-reﬁner for Pcurr and
B remains a block of the next partition Pnext then B cannot be a EF-reﬁner for Pnext.
This suggests an implementation of IGPTPart
EF
based on the following points:
(1) The current partition P is represented as a doubly linked list of blocks (so that a block removal can be
done in O(1)-time).
(2) This list of blocks P is scanned from the beginning in order to ﬁnd block reﬁners.
(3) When a block B of the current partition P is split into two new blocks B1 and B2 then B is removed from
the list P and B1 and B2 are appended to the end of P .
These ideas lead to the implementation IGPTPart
EF
described in Fig. 6. As a preprocessing step we compute the
DAG of the strongly connected components (s.c.c.’s) of the directed graph (,→), denoted by (Pscc,→scc).
This is done by the depth-ﬁrst Tarjan’s algorithm [31] in O(|→|)-time. This preprocessing step is done because
if x ∈ EF(S), for some x ∈  and S ⊆ , then the whole block Bx in the partition Pscc that contains x—i.e.,
the strongly connected component containing x—is contained in EF(S); moreover, let us also observe that
EF({x}) = EF(Bx). The algorithm then proceeds by scanning the list of blocks P and by performing the following
three steps: (1) for the current block B of the current partition P , we ﬁrst compute the set Bscc of s.c.c.’s that
contain some state in B; (2) we then compute EF(Bscc) in the DAG (Pscc,→scc) because EF(B) =⋃EF(Bscc);
(3) ﬁnally, we split the current partition P with respect to the splitter EF(B). The computation of EF(Bscc) is
performed by the simple procedure computeEF(Bscc) in Fig. 6 in O(|→scc|)-time while splitting P with respect
to S is done by the procedure split(S , P) in Fig. 6 in O(|S|)-time. It turns out that this implementation runs in
O(|→|||)-time.
Theorem 5.6. The implementation of IGPTPart
EF
in Fig. 6 is correct and runs in O(|→|||)-time.
Proof. Let us show the following points.
(1) Each iteration of the scan loop takes O(|→|)-time.
(2) The number of iterations of the scan loop is in O(||).
(1) Let B be the current block while scanning the current partition P . The set Bscc = {C ∈ Pscc | B ∩ C /= ∅} is
determined inO(|B|)-time simply by scanning the states in B. The computation of EF(Bscc) in the DAG of s.c.c.’s
(Pscc,→scc) takes O(|→scc|)-time, the union S =⋃EF(Bscc) takes O(|S|)-time, while splitting P with respect
to S takes O(|S|)-time. Thus, each iteration is done in O(|B| + |→scc| + 2|S|) = O(|→| + ||) = O(|→|), since
||  |→|.
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Fig. 6. Implementation of IGPTPart
EF
.
(2) Let B be the current block of the current partition Pcurr. Then, the next partition Pnext  Pcurr is obtained by
splitting through EF(B) a number k  0 of blocks of Pcurr so that |Pnext| = |Pcurr| + k , where we also consider
the case that EF(B) is not a splitter for P , namely the case k = 0. Recall that any partition P has a certain
height (P) = || − |P | in the lattice Part() which is bounded by || − 1. Thus, after splitting k blocks we
have that (Pnext) = (Pcurr)− k . The overall number of blocks that are split in some run of the algorithm is
therefore bounded by ||. As a consequence, if {Pi}mi=0 is the sequence of partitions computed in some run of the
algorithm and {ki}m−1i=0 is the corresponding sequence of the number of splitting steps for each Pi , where ki  0,
then
∑m−1
i=0 ki  ||. Also, at each iteration i the number of new blocks is 2ki , so that the overall number of
new blocks in some run of the algorithm is
∑m−1
i=0 2ki  2||. Summing up, the total number of blocks that are
scanned by the scan loop is |P0| +∑m−1i=0 2ki  |P0| + 2||  3|| and therefore the number of iterations is in
O(||).
Since the computation of the DAG of s.c.c.’s that precedes the scan loop takes O(|→|)-time, the overall time
complexity of the algorithm is O(|→|||). 
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Fig. 7. Results of the experimental evaluation.
5.3.2. Experimental evaluation
Aprototype of the above partition reﬁnement algorithm IGPTPart
EF
has been developed inC++.We considered
the standard VLTS (Very Large Transition Systems) benchmark suite for our experimental evaluation [32]. The
VLTS suite consists of transition systems encoded in the BCG (Binary-Coded Graphs) format where labels are
attached to arcs. Since our algorithm needs as input a Kripke structure, namely a transition system where labels
are attached to states, we exploited a procedure designed by Dovier et al. [9] that transforms an edge-labeled
graph G into a node-labeled graph G′ in a way such that bisimulation equivalences on G and G′ coincide. This
conversion acts as follows: any transition s1
l→ s2 is replaced by two transitions s1 → n and n → s2, where n is a
new node that is labeled with l. Hence, this transformation grows the size of the graph: the number of transitions
is doubled and the number of nodes grows proportionally to the average branching factor of G.
Our experimental evaluation of IGPTPart
EF
was carried out on an Intel Core 2 Duo 1.86 GHz PC, with 2
GB RAM, running Linux 2.6.20 and GNU g++ 4.1.2. The results are summarised in Fig. 7, where we list,
respectively, the name of the original transition system in the VLTS suite, the number of states and transitions
of the transformed transition system, the number of blocks of the initial partition, the number of blocks of the
ﬁnal reﬁned partition, the number of bisimulation equivalence classes and the execution time in seconds. In
each experiment, the memory used never exceeded 32 MB. The goal of our experiments was simply to assess
whether the algorithmcanbe practically used forKripke structures ofmedium size (the sizes here are comparable
with those of the experiments reported in [11]). The experiments show that in these cases PL can be practically
computed with a small time cost.
6. Related work
Dams [7, Chapter 5] presents a generic splitting algorithm that, for a given language L ⊆ ACTL, computes
an abstract model A ∈ Abs(℘()) that strongly preserves L. This technique is inherently different from ours,
in particular because it is guided by a splitting operation of an abstract state that depends on a given formula
of ACTL. Additionally, Dams’ methodology does not guarantee optimality of the resulting strongly preserving
abstract model, as instead we do, because his algorithm may provide strongly preserving models that are too
concrete. Dams [7, Chapter 6] also presents a generic partition reﬁnement algorithm that computes a given
(behavioural) state equivalence and generalizes PT (i.e., bisimulation equivalence) and Groote and Vaandrager
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(i.e., stuttering equivalence) algorithms. This algorithm is parameterized on a notion of splitter corresponding
to some state equivalence, while our algorithm is directly parameterized on a given language: the example
language given in [7] (a “ﬂat” version of CTL-X) seems to indicate that ﬁnding the right deﬁnition of splitter for
a given language may be a hard task. Gentilini et al. [11] provide an algorithm that solves a so-called generalized
coarsest partition problem, meaning that they generalized PT stability to partitions endowed with an acyclic
relation (so-called partition pairs). They show that this technique can be instantiated to obtain a logarithmic
algorithm for PT stability and an efﬁcient algorithm for simulation equivalence. This approach is very different
from ours since the partition reﬁnement algorithm is not driven by strong preservation with respect to some
language. Finally, it is also worth citing that Habib et al. [18] show that the technique of iteratively reﬁning a
partition by splitting blocks with respect to some pivot set, as it is done in PT, may be generally applied for
solving problems in various contexts, ranging from strings to graphs. In fact, they show that a generic skeleton
of partition reﬁnement algorithm, based on a partition splitting step with respect to a generic pivot, can be
instantiated in a number of relevant cases where the context allows an appropriate choice for the set of pivots.
7. Conclusion and future work
In model checking, the well-known Paige–Tarjan algorithm is used for minimally reﬁning a given state
partition in order to obtain a standard abstract model that strongly preserves the branching-time language
CTL on some Kripke structure. We designed a generalized Paige–Tarjan algorithm, called GPT, that minimally
reﬁnes generic abstract interpretation-basedmodels in order to obtain strong preservation for a generic inductive
language. Abstract interpretation has been the key tool for accomplishing this task. GPT may be systematically
instantiated to classes of abstract models and inductive languages that satisfy some conditions. We showed that
some existing partition reﬁnement algorithms can be viewed as an instance of GPT and that GPT may yield
new efﬁcient algorithms for computing strongly preserving abstract models, like simulation equivalence.
GPT is parameteric on a domain of abstract models which is an abstraction of the lattice of abstract domains
Abs(℘()). GPT has been instantiated to the lattice Part() of partitions and to the lattice dAbs(℘()) of
disjunctive abstract domains. It is deﬁnitely interesting to investigate whether the GPT scheme can be applied
to new domains of abstract models. In particular, models that are abstractions of Part() could be useful for
computing approximations of strongly preserving partitions. As an example, if one is interested in reducing
only a portion S ⊆  of the state space  then we may consider the domain Part(S) of partitions of S as an
abstraction of Part() in order to get strong preservation only on the portion S .
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